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ANN o:u N CEMENT 

STERK! ANA is named after Dr. Victor Sterki ( 1846-1933) of New Philadelphia,' Ohio, fam_ed 
for his work on the Sphaeriidae, Pupillidae, and Valloniidae. It is fitting that this serial should 
bear his name both because of his association with the Midwest and his lifelong inter~st in non-

: marine Mollusca. 

The purpose of STERKIANA is to serve malacologists and paleontologists interested in the 
living and fossil non-marine Mollusca of North and South America by disseminating informa
tion in that special field. Since its resources are modest, STERKIANA is not printed by con
ventional means. Costs are kept at a minimum by utilizing various talents and services avail
able to the Editor. Subscription and reprint prices are based on cost of paper and mailing 
charges. 

STERKIANA accepts articles dealing with non-marine Mollusca of the Americas in 
English, French, or Spanish, the three official languages of North America. Contributors are 

·requested to avoid descriptions of new _species or higher taxa in this serial as the limited dis
tribution of STERKIANA would probably prevent recognition of such taxa as validly published.· 
Papers on distribution, ecology, and revised checklists for particular areas or formations are 
especi'ally welcome but those on any aspect-of non-marine Mollusca will be considered. 

~ STERKIANA will appear twice a year or oftener, as material is available. All correspon
dence should be addressed to the Editor. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: sot per number; subscri'ptions may be entered for not more than 4 nu~
b.ers in ·advance; please make checks and money orders payable to the Editor. 

STERKIANA est une collection de travaux sur les Mollusques extra-marins des deux Amt'!
riques, distribuee par un groupe de malacologues du centre des Etats-Unis. STERKIANA pu
blie des travaux en anglais, en fran~ais, et en espagnol acceptes par le conseil de redaction. 
Priere d' a dresser toute correspondance au Redacteur. 

ABONNEMENT: sot le numt'!ro, par cheque ou mandat payable au Redacteur. 

STERKIANA es una coleccion de trabajos sobre los Moluscos ex_tra-marinos viventes y fo
siles de las dos Americas, editada poi un grupo de malac6logos de los Estados Unidos centrales. 
Coi:ttenirlf en el porvenir trabajos en inglt'!s, frances, y espaiiol que serlfn acceptados por la 

·mesa directiva. La correspondencia deberlf ser dirigida al Editor. 
PRECIO: SOt el mimero. 

"' 
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··PLEISTOCENE MOLLUSCAN FAUNAS or THE JEWELL HILL 

DEPOSITo LOGAN COUNTY • OHIO 

·DALE H. MOWERY ... · 

Department of Geology. The Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio 

INTRODUCTION 

.Nature· and Purpose of Investigation 

This rep<>rt is a paleontological study of the Pleistocene rrolluscan fauna occurring in a lacus• 
trine ·deposit at Jewell Hill, Ohio.; The paleoecology and quantitative distribution of the species 
yield information which has been·used to reconstruct the environmental changes during the de~el• 
opnient of the lake~ This study 1s one of several of the same nature. undertaken to provide. da~ 
for correlauori .of Pleistocene freshwater deposits by the use of molluscan assemblages .. ·, .. 

Location of Deposit 

· · · · The Jewell Hill deposit lies in the western half of the southwest quarter of section 31, Llb .. 
eny Township (see Fig. 1), Logan County, Bellefontaine Quadrangle, Ohio. The southwest. cor• 
ner ofaeetion 3118 at 83° 46' 45" west longitude and 40° 18. 15" nortb latitudeo .. '' 

j' '.'· 
'·: · .. 

Methods of I nvest-i ga tion 

The geographical center of the lake deposit, as nearly as it could be determined, was chosen 
as the main colle~ing site. At thiS location a vertical column measuring 12 inches square was left 
in place ori one side of an excavation approximately 6 x 6 x 6 feet. .Most of the vertical column 
was sampled in successive two-inch layers. It was necessary, however, to vary the thickness of 
these layers to remain within a stratigraphic unit. The uppermost sample, collection 26, is 12 in•. 
ches thick, and has been disturbed by the farmer's plow. Pour other samples (collections 7~ 9, M. 
and 25) are each 2.6 inches thick and collection 8 is 3 inches thici(, 

i-A'b~y~het a~g~r Wjl~'Used 'to'$ample belOW the ~XC8V8tlOD tO Cbtain the lowermost fauna in 
the deposit. The stratigraphy and profile of the deposit were determined by the use of this augere 
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Each sample w11s put in a plastic bag·, sealed, and labeled with a collection number. The 
plastic bags retained the moisture in the samples; a few samples required additional soaking in 
beakers. Each collection was washed in a series of sieves of 2. 5, 9, 20, 40, and 100 mesh. The 
material left after sieving was dried and placed in pint containers. The containers were carefully 

. labeled to avoid mixing • 

. The volume of each collection of dry material left after sieving was reduced with a Jones 
sample splitter. A truly representative fraction could therefore be studied. The size of the frac• 
tion selected was dependent upon the abundance of fossils in each collection. After measuring· : 
the total volume of the fraction, portions of it were selected at random and sorted until 1, 000 
shells were counted~ In two collections the entire sample contained less than l; 000 shells. The 
ratio of shells to other material in the fraction sorted was used to compute the total molluscan 
population and the relative· amount of vegetation in each collection. The fossil shells were ideo• 
tified to species,. and the percentage of each species was determined on the basis of total indivi• 
duals sorted in a particular collection. In this way the quantitative distribution of the entire fauna 

; could be evaluated in terms of paleoecologiclil re·quirements of all species. These. in turn per• 
\mitted a reconstruction of the lake's history. · ·'· 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Descriptio:n of' Deposit 

:. The Jewell Hill lake deposit lies in two shallow·. depressions which are probably a ket~e on a 
till (Forsyth, 1956, p. 137) that mantles a complex of buried kame moraines. (See. Figs. 2 a_nd 

· 3). The two basins ate almost separated by ·a, kame ridge, and the northeastern bay is much smal"' 
ler ·than the centrally located basin. The. periphery of the lake: deposit lies at. an, elevation between 
1, 140 and -1,145 feet as shown in· Fig. 2. ·. The longest dimension, which extends from th~ south• 
western to the northwestern bays, measures approximately 2,100 feet and the average width of the 
lakedepositisabout260feet~ :j::t·.·;··~:: ··-i ~ .. -.,:·,··::->.:' · 

• ' ; The topography of the buried kame hills in the surrounding area indicates that Jewell Hill Lake · 
·did riot have any apparent influent. There are two lower _elevations in the direction of the. project· 
ing northwestern and southeastern bays of the lake (see Fig. 2) •. During periods of high, ~ater,, ~e 
nonhwestern bay connected with another, smaller depression lake just northwest of Jewell Hill Lakee : 

: ·:. l' 
oooouoooouooooonuooooouno~oooooooooooooo•H•hoouoooooUoooooonoooooooooooo"o•OO•Oo~ouoooooo•ooooo•••OoOUOnooooonoooooooof•OOOooouohoooOOOUfOoo,ooootoouoouoooo.otoouoo:ooOouooooooo-~ 

,,. · DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 1·5, OPPOSITE ~AGE .. ;: 
!1 • - . : ., . . l• • •') •• ) ' • ·' .. , . 

· · ,. Fig. 1. Index map,. showing location of Jewell Hill D~posit.; .The s~an::rectangle ~~nti''~:" 
the area of Fig. 2. ' · · · 

Fig. 2. Map of the area of the Jewell Hill. Lake Deposit •. . . ' . . .. ~ 
Fig. 3. Panel Diagram of the Jewell Hill Lake Deposit. 1 

·c.':; Fig. 4, Approximate total number of individuals in each.collection of the Jewell Hill 
,. . - ' .. 

·.!:deposit~ :. 

Fig. 6. Quantitative distribution of Gyraulus altissimus (F. c. Baker) in the Jewell Hill.: 
deposit. · • 
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PANEL DIAGRAM 
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COJ..L. THICKNESS 
UNIT NO, (inches) 

26 12 
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24 2.5 
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COLlECTION 

26 407 

25 428 

24 207 

23 123 

22 336 

21 271 

20 349 

19 473 

18 384 

17 461 

16 524 

15 589 

14 502 

13 565 

12 389 

11 172 

10 551 

633 

33 

424 

384 

229 
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GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 

TOfAL NO, OOMPARATIVE OF COMPARATIVE ABUNDANCE 

INDIVIDUALS ABUNDANCE (Thousands) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

15,310 1950 

1 420 947 

001 332 

8,480 8,480 -78,820 78,820 

79 270 T'!270 

59 230 59 230 

53,740 53,740 

41,610 41,610 

51,260 51,260 

62,350 62,350 

41,490 41,490 

31,740 31,740 -16,130 16,130 -13,580 13,580 -20,790 20,790 -14,170 14,170 -15 920 12 720 -50 33 

10,640 8,520 .. 
19,190 19,190 -23,610 23,610 ~ 
22,180 22,180 ~ 
26,390 26,390 ~ 
23,640 23,640 ~ 
26,190 26,190 - 4-

·-

PERCENT Of GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF ,UCfNTAGE Of 

TOTAl TOTAl INDI\I'IDUAU 

INDIVIDUAlS 

40.7 

42,8 

41.4 

12.3 -33.6 

27.1 --34.9 

47.3 

38.4 

46,1 

52.4 

58.9 

50.2 

56.5 

38.9 

17.2 ~ 
55.1 

63.3 

67.4 

42.4 ,. 

38,4 

22.9 -22,5 -19,1 -13.8 - s-13,9 -
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The southeastern bay, which points toward the lowest elevation in the immediate area, served ,. 
outlet and as migration route for mollusks into t.'le l11ke, The ~uperfiuous water during the rainy 
season probably emptied into a lower marshy depression and on into McKee Creek, a part of tho 
tributary system of the Miami and Ohio Rivers. The assumptions above concerning the spillway 
were deduced from augering the periphery of the lake deposit. 

··' 
The gray blue lake clay covers both shallow basins and rests on sandy gravel, which is im• 

penetrable by a bayonet auger. It ranges in thicknc.ss from a trace at the extreme margins and o-.. 
the sides of the kame ridge to a maximum of8 feet at section '1 (see Fig. 3). A marly peat lay• · 
er overlies the lalte clay in the centtal area of both basins and never exceeds a thickness of 14 in• 
ches.. Most of the buff colored marl rests directly on the lake clay and a sharp contact exists be• 
tween the two. This buff marl b ellsentially pure and contaill!l some vegetation, which increases 
upward. The thickness of the buff marl ranges from a trace at the shore lines to a maximum of . 
1'1.5 feet in the central area of the larger basin. A low'!r humus layer overlies the western and 
southeastern bays. This black humus layer measures 13 inches at section 5 and 5. 5 inches at sec• · 
don 1. A silty 0 medium light gray marl overlies both the lower humus layer and buff marl. 
There is a sharp contact between both marl units •. The gray marl is highly impure, coarse, and 
contains many thin peat lenses. lt ranges in thickness from a trace at the extreme margins to a 
maxfmum of about 3 feet• ·. An upper humus layer covers the entire area of the lake deposiu, The/ 
black humus ill thicl<est, approximately 3 feet, at the margins of the deposits. At thestnltes, .tbe ~. 
humus grades into peat, a few inches thick to a maximum of one foot at section 12 ... 

Measured Sections 

Twelve sections measured in the course of the work showed only minor variations in strati• 
graphy. Section No. 1, which was sampled in detail for Mollusca, is given below, Correlation 

. of the other llaections with Section No, 1 is shown in Table 10 page 4. 

Section No.1 

Unit Description Thickness con .. · 
(inches) No.; 

'I Humus, black, porous, blocky, fossiliferous, bottom 0.5 inch 
gray marl undulatir.g up into humus; upper 12 inches bro\'mis:t 
black, disturbed ~ o·• • a e G • ~ • ~ ~ • • ~ Q & 9 ~ • eo • a 19 23·25 

6 Marl, medium light gray, calcareous, coarse, silty. fossiliferoust 9•29 
interbedded with many. thin peat lenses • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 29 .. 

6 Humus, bla:ck, porouS, bloclty; upper 3 tnche~ slightly fossiliferous, 
lower 2,5 inches fossiliferous, interstratified with dark gray marl • 6.5 1•8 

4 Marl,' buff, pure, very fine, calcareous, clayey, fossiliferous, a few 
scattered plant stems; some calcareous.tufa tubes, the s!ze of pencil 
lead; upper 2 inches, light gr1y marlt calcareous, slightly silty, in• 
terbedded with minate peat lenses -..... e ••••••••••• 0 206 1•6 
(Collections 1 through 6 represent the uppermost foot of this unit). 

3 Peat, light yellowish brown, marly, compact, unfossiliferous • •s o 13 

2 Clay, gray blue, very fine, compact, plastic. unfossiliferous ••• 49 

1 Gravel, sandy • • • • • • • • • o • • • • o • .. • • • • • • 4 • " . 6 
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:TABLE ·I~· ···;CORRELATION OF MEASURED ;SECTIONS , 
ouo.oooooooouoohoono••••oooooouoooooooooOoOooOOOOoooooooooouohoooooonoooooooOooooooooooooO•ooooooooooooOooooooooooooOo•ooo•uooooooaooooo•o•OoooooooooooooooOoo•OoooooOOOOhooOOoo•• .. -... ,,·. 

Lith 1 · • ·". ,·; : Section and Unit Numbers , ·• . , ;·,.,·. , .. ,·n;·. • 

o ogy • : ' .. ;:.} .... ::: .... ~ .... :;.; .... ~ ..... : ...... ~ ..... ,;:.:.~ ....... ~ .... ~ ........... 1. ... : .. : .... ~ .... ~ ...... ~ ... :.~.-•.. !.Q;:~~:: •. Ji:;::;;;.l~ 
Ali u vi u m . abs. 6 abs. abs. · 7 . . abs. abs. . abs, abs. .abs. . 6 ~ · :! 4 
Clay, gray · abs. 5 abs. abs. abs. abs. abs. abs. abs. abs. abs. ··7abs,, 
Humus · ,7 · 4' ·7· 6 6 4 '5 6 .. 4 · 7\;<··;5· ·::3 

. Marl, gray: ~ 6 1" 3 ., · 6 . 5 5 3 4 ,. 5 · . 3 ·~ 6, < 1 4 :.:~ , 2 
Humus··: ·s . .!'abs •. ·.5 .. · 4 4· abs ... :abs,:•·4 abs. ,5 ... ,abs• .. abs. 
Marl, ·buff••, ''4 ;:.abs.; •. '.4·/:· : 3 : ., . 3: : abs. · 3 · · 3 .. ·· 2 · •;.4. ·:.3 ·. ~~ •. abs. 
Peat· 3 · abs.: · 3 abs •. · abs. · abs. abs.. abs. ' abs. : 3 ·' abs~ :· abs. 
Clay. blue 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 abs. · 2 2 abs. 
Gravel 1 1 · '1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.............................................................................................................................................................................. u ............. . 

L o c a t i o n o f . F a u na s 

. In the Jewell Hill.Lake deposits there are four fossil-bearing units: the upper humus, layer •: 
unit 7; the medium light graymarl·, unit 6; the lower humus layer, unit 5;.and.the,buff~qlor.e,~.: 
marl, unit 4 •. <Each of the three upper .units has corresponding collections,,G througb .. ~t),;:.~:~~; 
dicated by the measured section at section 1. The uppermost foot pf unit 4 corresponds to col• · , 
lecttons 1 through 6, The bottom foot of unit 4 was collected with a bayonet auger at section 1. 
The species listed in. Table II are those of tbe lowermost fauna in this unit. 

TABLE II • COMPOSITION OF LOWERMOST FAUNA ................................................................................................................................................. 
NUMBER , : ·· ,· PERCENT AGE ·· 

SPECIES OF OF TOTAL · 
SPECIMENS'·: .INDIVIDUALS . 

··:v~~~-;;t~··'tri~·~ri~-~i'ii ........................ ;~~-:~·,.7 .. 32'it:,:~ ......... :' ........... 45·~·5· ........................ . 
Amnicola leiBhtoni, " · 131 .' ,.18.2 
Amnicola lustrica ·· ' ' 'h3.: ! 10. 1 
Fossaria obrussa 
Fossaria obrussa decampi ·· 
Helisoma anceps striatum · 
Gyraulus altissimus • .~ 

Physa gyrina ··~ 
Pisidium sp. . 
Vertigo ovata 

J.6" .. ' 
' 5; 
,,,. 2. 

{, 26 ~. 
127 

8 

•' 21 
1 

'TOTAL . 722 
. i . . . 

0.7 
0.3 

. 3.6 

17.5 
1.1 
2.9 

~ 
100.0 

. f\.,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,._,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,...,,,,,,,,,,,.,, .. ,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,;,,, •••• ,. ••• .,.,,uooo•'"'''u••oo•_.. 

. 
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QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION 

General Statement 

The four fossil•bearing units of the Jewell Hill Lake deposit contain 37 species, collected at 
fection 1 (Fig. 3). They include eight "finger-nail" clams, sixteen fteshwater gastropods, and '· t 

.:'hirteen terrestrial gastropods. Samples from :the. other sections (2 to 12, whose locations are gtvea 
·in Fig. 31 did not reveal any other forms. The interpretation of the distribution of all forms is .. 
given under Paleoecology. 

Variation in Numbers 

The approximate total number of individuals in each collection is given in Fig. 4. Only tWo 
collections, numbers 8 and 24, contain less than 1,000 individuals. The comparative abundance 
column has been added because of the difference in volume of the collections. In this column the 
figure given is that for a sample 2 X 12 X 12 inches. To obtain the figure, samples thicker than 2 
inches have been reduced proportionately. 

Figure 4 exhibits an almost constant population in the uppermost foot of the buff colored mad, 
unit 4. The population was reduced in unit 5, the lower humus layer, until it reached the mini· 
mum comparative abundance of33 individuals in collection 8. Unit 6, consisting of interbedded 
peat members and silty, gray marl, shows an almost constant increase, with slight fluctuations, to 
a maximum of about 79,000 individuals in collections ~1 and 22. In.the upper humus layer, unit 
7, the population was again reduced to comparatively small. numbers in collection 23. the popu• 
lation continued to decrease but reached a somewhat constant number in the upper collections of 
thj.s unit. Collection 26 has been disturbed, but it retains some validity as a sample; .of the 21 r 

forms occurring in this unit only one. Vallonia gracilicosta, does not.occur in the lower collec• 
tionsv 

Comparative .Abundance of Groups 

The freshwater pulmonate snails form a somewhat meager 23.2 percent of the individuals in 
the lowermost .fauna in unit 4 at secti~n 1. This group is dominant in all collections except num• 
bers 3 and 11, in whicb they form 43~ 5 and 24.6 percent of the total individuals, respectively. 
The numerical abundance of the freshwater gill-breathing snails is greatest, 73.8 percent, in the 
lowermost fauna of unit 4. This group is less numerous than the freshwater pulmonates of the. up• 
permost fauna of unit 4 and the lower collections, from 9 to 12, of unit 6. In unit 6, from col
lection 13 through 22, .and unit 7 the gill-breathing snails are in such small numbers that they ·: 
suggest intruders struggling to Survive in an environment favorable to freshwater·pulmonates. The 
small pelecypods are persistent in minor percentages throughout section 1 •. This group is only 2. 9 
percent of the lowermost fauna of unit 4 and attains the maximum_ of U. 3 .Perc en! in the .upper• 
most fauna of. unit 4. ' The land snails are peJ!'Sistent in smaller percentages than the pelecypods. 
The percentages of this group are high in collection 61 unit 4; collection 7, unit 5; and attain a 
maximum of 28 percent in the upper two collections of unit 7, the npper humw layer. 
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Comparative Abundance of Species 

INDIGENOUS SPECIES. Each form in the various groups is discussed in order of abundance 
and the nulllerical variation is listed from bottom to top. The lowermost fauna in unit 4 (Table 
II, p.· 4) exhibits significant ch.anges in abundance wi~h the uppermost fauna of the same unit, 
collections 1 through 6, ' 

,( . \' . . ,' ·. ·.' . 

··Of the thirteen aquatic pulmonates, seven are significant. These are G yr. au 1 us a l tis· 
simus, Fos_saria obrussa, Fossaria obrussa decampi, Physa gyrina, Pro< 
menetus-exacuous, Stagnicola·umbrosa, and Helisoma trivolvis .(SeeTable 
II). 

INTRUDERS. The forms in this group either occur sporadically or are insignificant in per• 
centages of total. individuals. · 

The six freshwater pulmonate snails in this group are: Lymnaea stagna 1 is jug u 1 a r is, 
Helisoma anceps striatum, Helisoma campanulatum, Planorbula armi· 
gera, Gyraulus crista, and Ferrissia paralle la. L. stagnalis jugularis' 
occurs as 0.1 percent in collections 11 and 14, o. 2 percent in collection 12, and o. 4 percent in 
collection 13. H • an c e p s s t r i a tum remains almost constant from the lowermost to the up• 
permost fauna, with a maximum of 4, 4 in collection 1, in unit 4. From collection 1 it de· 
creases and occurs in minor percentages where the form is present in the deposit. H. - camp a· 
· n u 1 at u m reaches its maximum percentage of 1, 5 in collection 1 and fluctuates in. minor per· 
centages, between 0.1 and o. 9 percent, where the species is present in a collection. P. arm i m 

g era occurs as n1elve individuals in collection 24 and composes about 2, 4 percent of the total 
individuals in collections 25 and 26. G. ·crista attains a maximum of 2. 7 percent in collec· 
don 16. It occurs sporadically and fluctuates between o. 1 and 1. 8 percent where it is present in 
the other collections. F. par a 11 e 1 a occurs as 0, 4 percent in collection 6, 0. 9 percent in col• 
lection 7, 0.1 percent each in collections 4 ·and 18, and 0. 2 percent in collection 19. 

Five pelecypods are considered intruders into the environment of the Jewell Hill lake •. These 
are Sphaerium lacustre, Pisidium adamsi, P. ferrugineum, P. compressum. 
and P • n i t i dum pauper c u 1 u m • S. ·1 a c us tr e is absent in the first 8 collections and in• 
creases from 0. 1 percent in collection 9 to a maximum of 1. 6 percent in collection 16, and then 
decreases to o. 2 percent in collection 25• Each of the other four pel'ecypods forms less than 1. 0 
percent of the total individuals in any one collection and no particular significance is attached to 
their sporadic occurrence in the deposit. 

All of the land snails are considered as intruders. Sti c cine a a v a r a occurs as 0. 5 percent 
in collection 23, fourteen specimens in collection 24, 2. 2 and 2. 4 percent in collections 25 and 
26, respectively. Succinea ovalis is in all collections except 8 and 10. It attains a max~ 
imum of 6. 5 percent iri collections 23 and 26. In the other collections it varies between 0•1 per• 
cent and 5 percent. Gas tr o co pta pent o don reaches a maximum of 15. 2 percent in collec• 
tion 25 and occurs sporadically throughout the collections.· Vertigo ovata is absent in col• 
lection 1, has a maximum percentage of 6.6.in collection 23, and varies between 0.1 and 4.1 
percent in the other collections •. It occurs as 0~ 1 percent in the lowermost fauna of unit 4~; C a • 
r y chi u m ex i 1 e occurs as twelve specimens in collection 24, 2, 1 and 2. 2 percent in collec• 
tions 25 and 26, respectively. No particular significance is attached to the occurrence of the· 

·following eight land snails:_ Ste notre m a lea ii, E uco nul us fill v us, Re ti nell a bl n • 
n e y an a, . Hawaii a in in usc u 1 a , Strobil o p s 1 a b yr in t hi c a, Pup o ides a 1 b il a • 
briS, Vallonia gracilicosta, and v. pulchella. Eachoftheabovespeciesforms· 
less than 1. 0 percent of the total individuals in any one collection. 
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PALEOECOLOGY 

General Statement 

The following information concerning conditions of environment has been paraphrased from 
. publications by the following authors: F. c. Baker, £. G. Berry, J. Dawson, R. w. Dexter, c. 
Goodrich, H. B.· Herrington, A. La Rocque, A. B. Leonard, J. P. E. Morrison, J, Oughton, H. 
A. Pilsbry, L. s. Russell, and M. L. Wins low. 

Pelecypods 

FAMILY SPHAERIIDA£. Almost all fresh-water bodies are inhabited by some species of thil 
family unless the environment is completely unfavorable. These mollusks even occupy pools 
that dry up for a .long period of time during .the year. In these places a few survive, mainly the 
young, by burrowing deeply Into the mud. The food supply is· mainly diatoms and vegetation. 
The "finger~nall Clams" in turn are a source of food for freshwater fish. They are also attacked. 
by parasitic worms which may modify the form of the shell. 

For some of the Sphaerildae, listed below, the specific conditions of environment are those· 
given under synonyms in the literature; the names used here follow Herrington's (1954, p. 131) 
revision. 

SPHAERIUM LACUSTRE (Muller) prefers swamps, ponds, lakes, or streams on a firm bottom 
of fine deep or hard packed mud, fine gravel, and hard clay, in water up io 0.:6 m~ in depth •. 
The pH is 6. 4 to '1. 64; fixed carbon dioxide 9. 3 to 18. 87 p. p.m. 

. '' 

PISIDIUM ADAMSI (Prime) appears to pref~r quiet water, about 3 ~.:deep, in small and 
, aome large lakes or slow m·oving streams. The bottom usually consists of mud which has occa

·: sional vegetation and hi depths of water ranging from 0.3 to 13.5 m. The pH b 6.05 to '1. 7: 
.. fixed carbon dioxide 2. 75 to 18. 36 p. p.m. ' 

PISIDIUM.CASERT ANUM (Poli) is a lake' or pond inhabitant on a clay, sandy clay, or mud 
•. bOttom in shallow water, between 0.5 and 3m. in depth. It also occurs in swamps or protected 

... bays among vegetation. It is able to resist desiccation at least several months in a swampy area 
. during dry periods~ The pH is 5.8 to 7.95; fixed carbon dioxide 5,5 to 30.50 p.p.m. 

PISIDIUM COMPRESSUM (Prime) is confined principally to rivers and creeks. It occurs on a 
··sandy, sandy silt, or mud bottom in water up to 3m. deep among vegetation. The pH is 7.0 to 

8.37; fixed carbon dioxide 9.3 to 30.56 p.p.m. 

PISIDIUM FERRUGINEUM (Prime) inhabits the mud, sand, or marly clay bottoms of ponds~ · 
· lakes, and some rivers in water 1 to 3m. deep~ It is usually found among vegetation and algae. 
The pH is 7. 23 to 8. 14; fixed carbon dioxide 10.8 to 22. 5 p. p.m. 

PISIDIUM NITIDUM {Jenyns) is an inhabitant of ponds, small and large lakes in shallow water,. 
from 1 to 6 m •. deep. It lives on various bottoms such as sand, clay; mud, and gravel. The pH 
is 7. 48 to 7. 64; fixed carbon dioxide 1. 98 p. p.m. 

, PISIDIUM NITIDUM PAUPERCULUM Sterki lives in habitats similar to those of P. nitid urn G 

but 1s a distinct varietal form. It prefers the same bOttom 'condition and has been recorded in 
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depths of water from 1 to 39.5 m., although the more dens.e population would probably be in 
water from 1 to about 5 m. deep. The pH is 7. 0 to a. 0; fixed carbon dioxide 9. 3 to 24;, 73 p. 
p.m. 

PISIDIUM OBTUSALE ROTUNDATUM (Prime) is an inhabitant of ponds, large and small lakes, 
and lagoons with various bottoms consisting of mud, marly clay, sand, and sometimes gravel. This 
species occurs in water consistently deeper than do the other Sphaeriidae. The depth of water ranges 
from shallow, 1. 6 m., to more than moderately deep, 12 m. The pH is 5.8 to 6.2; fixed carbon 
dioxide 1. 97 to 9. 0 p. p.m. 

Aquatic Gastropods 

VAL VAT A TRlCARlNATA (Say) occupies a wide variety of habitats which include rivers, 
lakes,. and permanent ponds. It occurs on various bottoms such as mud, silt, sand, gravel, mix.:. 
tures of these materials, and in vegetation, especially algae, The species bas been found in water 
a few em. to depths exceeding 9 m., but is more abundant in situations approximately 2m •. deep. 
V ~ tr i car i n a ta bas been observed feeding on plants and algae, chiefly V a u c her i a • The 
pH is 6. a to 8. 6; fixed carbon dioxide a. 16 to 30. 56 p. p.m. · 

AM NICOLA LEIGHTON! (F. c. Baker) occurs exclusively in marl deposits of Wisconsin, Mich• 
igan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Ontario. The species undoubtedly flourished in lakes· of glacial 
origin for it has. been recorded in abundance mostly from this type of ~nvironment. Since A. 
1 eight on i is· an extinct species of late Pleistocene time, the ecology must be derived from its 
closely related living counterpart, the Am n i co 1 a limos a group. Both A. 11m o sa 11m os a 
and A. limos a porata are gill-bearing operculates occiuring in very quiet bodies of fresh or 
brackish water. The wide variety of environmental occurrences of A. 1 i m o sa limo sa include 
rivers, creeks, many lakes, and swamps. It occurs on all types of bottoms and in various vegeta
tion. The depth of water ranges from O, 2 to '7. 5 m., but is more abundant in water less than 2 m. · 
deep. Habitats listed for A. limos a porata are mostly lake occurrences. It is fou~d on vari• 
ous bottoms, usually i~ vegetation, in water 0.3 to 3m. deep. The abundance of Amnicola 
depends largely on the presence of vegetation. The amnicolids have been reported to eat various 
plants in the. absence of fixed carbon dioxide in order to build shell material; however, the plants 
act as hosts for vast colonies of diatoms which supply the food for the snails. The group as a whole 
are burrowers and may burrow beneath the substratum during stormy weather. Am ni co 1 a can be 
exterminated by unusually high summer water temperatures; but lo\'1 temperatures have no effect 
except on those near the shore which may be frozen. The seasonal abundance of the group re• 
mains almost constant; it increases in July when the new_ generation is produced, and drops to the 
lowest ebb in mid-August when the adults 'die off rather suddenly after the egg-laying period. - ' 

·The young generation enlarges the population to a maximum by mid-September. A. 1 i m os a 
porata occurs in situations with a wide tolerance of pH which may vary from 5,6a to a.37, and 
the fixed carbon dioxide varies from, 1.2 to 30.56 p.p.m.; A. limos a has a stable pH value of 
7. 95 and fixed carbon dioxide ratio ·of 30.56 p. p.m. 

AMNICOLA LUSTRlCA (Pilsbry) inhabits vegetation and is most abundant in filamentous al
gae. The ecology of this amnicolid is similar to that of A. 1 i m o sa with which it is often as
sociated. It occurs on the same type o(substratum in rivers and lakes. '·The shell of this species 
exhibits a characteristic form in river and lake environments. ·.The type fo~m i.s the river form 
and the lake form i_s an ecological varhition. with.awide umbilicus •. The·A~'.lus'tri'ca 'of the 
Jewell Hill Lake deposi'texhibits the wide umbilicus~· The same conditions for food; 'pH ~fthe 
water, a~d fixed carbon dioxide in parts per million, are assumed for A • lim o sa since the two 
are often associated. 
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LYMNAEA STAGNALIS JUGULARIS (Say) usually occurs about decaying vegetation in the 
more stagnant waters of ponds·, lakes, rivers, or in open swamps. Although it may be found on 
floating driftwood or debris and on a sandy or pebbly bottom, the more favored babitat"is among 
vegetation near the shore. It is found in a depth of water ranging from 0. 2 to 1. 2 m. In .the lar• 
ger lake bays and inlets ·it occurs in protected areas near shore during the spring, while in August 
or September it may be found in abundance floating in the open waters on or near vegetation. 
L... Stagnalis jugularis has been-observed frequently floating, among pond weeds and al• 
gae, with the shell pointed downward and the foot on the under surface of the water film. The 

. usual food supply is vegetal, although it has ·been observed feeding upon dead animals •. Instances 
· are recorded of its attacking small living animals for food. The pH is 7. 6 to 8.16; fixed carbon 

dioxide 15. 8 to 23.0 p. p.m. 

FOSSARIA OBRUSSA OBRUSSA (Say) normally inhabits small bodies of water such as ponds and 
medium sized lakes, but it may be found in creeks, sloughs, bays, overflow ditches, swamps, arid 
marshy areas near river banks. It is a semi-amphibious inhabitant of shallow water, up to 1,0 m. 
and as much as 3. 0 m. deep, living among vegetation and on sticks, stones, and any other debris 
in the water or near the edge. It is capable of remaining out of water for considerable periqds of 
time on debris or moist mud flats. Its food consists normally of the stems of water plants, diatoms, 
desmids, and pond scums. It may become carnivorous according to circumstances or by choice. 
The pH is 5, 86 to B. 37; fixed carbon dioxide 1. 26 to 25.75 P• p.m •. 

FOSSARIA OBRUSSA DECAMP! (Streng) probably has the same ecology as F. obtussa ob• 
russ~ and the same conditions of occurrence and diet are inferred. F. o b russ a decamp i 
is very abundant as a Pleistocene fossil, and was associated with F, g a 1 ban a, an· extinct spe.;. 
cies, in the icy waters of Pleistocene time. Its less abundant occurrence in the living fauna bas 
been noted, possibly·indicating its.coming extinction, This species occurs mostly on vegetation 
in water 1 m. deep with a bottom of sandy silt or mud •. It has been collected from many differo 
_ent water plants. The pH is 7.5; fixed carbon dioxide 10.65 to 18.87 p.p.m. 

ST AGNICOLA UMBROSA (Say) inhabits tranquil waters of pond-like areas thick with vegeta• 
tion either near a river or in• ponds and sloughs which may become more or less dry in the summero 
Since the ecology of this species is poorly known, .more specific conditions of environment must 
be inferred from the closely related form Stagnicola palustris elodes. The preference 
of the latter for bodies of still water in both clear and stagnant situations is in agreement with the 

, _character of the _closing stages of the Jewell Hill Lake •. S. u m bros a occurs only in the upper 
t\'10 uni~ of the Jewell Hill Lake deposit as shown in Fig. 10. S, p a 1 us t r is e 1 odes occurs 
in large or small water bodies on floating sticks, submerged vegetation, and muddy bottoms; it 

, .is rarely found out· of water. The more natural.habitat~ are along margins of rivers, protected 
bays of lakes, and ponds. The depth of water ranges between 0.3 and 1.0 m., but it is more 
abundant in water 0.3 m. or less deep near the pool edge. Its food supply is both animal and· 
vegetal. The species is both omnivorous and a scavenger. The pH is 7. 4; fixed carbon dioxide 
21.0 p.p.m. 

HELISOMA TRIVOLVIS (Say) .inhabits quiet, more or less stagnant bodies of water in swamps, 
marshes, pools, sloughs, and ponds; it is virtually absent from flo\'ting streams. Its occurrence in 

:a fossil fauna is a good indication of ponded environment because of the restricted conditions of . 
. habitat. H. tri vo 1 vis generally favors a depth of water ranging from a few em. to 1.3 m., 
a mucky bottom, and presence of mass vegetation and sometimes algae. It is more abundant in 
water less than 0,5 m. deep. In the ~bove environment_ the species is always abundant and is , 

. f(l~nd on debris, driftwood, among vegetation and sometimes on shore~ By burrowing into the 
mud bottom of dryi~g pools, it can survive long periods of drought. lt feeds on water weed, al• 
gae, desmids, and diatoms. The pH is 6o6 to 8.37; fixed C&fbon dioxide 7.5 to 30.56 p.p.m. 
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HELISOMA ANCEPS STRIATUM (F. c. Baker), once believed extinct, is known from the liv• 
ing fauna of two lakes in northern Minnesota· and probably occurs in other lakes in the northern• 
most regions of the United States and northward into Canada. H • an c e p s s t r i at u m appears 
to be more abundant as a fossil and living form in the northern localities and its presence as a fos,; 
sil farther south probably indicates a lake form which reinvaded the cold \'taters immediately fol• 
lowing the retreating ice; Colder water could be a limiting factor of distribution. This variety 
occurs in shallow,. quiet waters almost always on the abundant vegetation growing on a mud or · 
silt, sandy silt, and clay bottom. 'It inhabits a depth of water ranging betwe-:n 0.3 to 1m. Tb~ 
food of the-planorbid~ is liu'gely vegetal; however, little is known concerning the food supply. 
The pH and fixed car~on dioxide values for this variety may be inferred from its ne,rest relative, 
Helisoma ancep~ sayi which is also a lake form. The inferred values, pH 7•13 to 8.37 
and fixed carbon dioxide 9,;69 to 25.75 p.p.m., compare well with those of other species in 'me 
Jewell Hill Lake deposit. 

GYRAULUS ALTISSIMUS (F. C. Bal:er) is abundant as a Pleistocene fossil and may still be 
living in northern lakes. Specimens, probably alive, were collected from a number of lakes in 
North Dakota (Winslo;W, 1921, p. 11) which Baker (1922, p. 54) identified as "apparently the 
same species. " Bal:er ( 1928, p. 383) reverted to the concept of "apparently an extinct form pe· 
culillr to the Pleistoc~ne" period" and listed the ecology as unknown. Russell ( 1934, p. 35) re· 
ported G. altissi"'us as living in Fishing Lake, Wadena, sout.'tlern Saskatchewan. Baker 
(1937, p. 116) concl*ded that "its status as a living member of the fauna is not well known" and 
that a closely related! form, G. arctic us, is probably confined to Greenland (Baker 1 1939, p. 
98). The ecology of iG • a 1 tis s i m us may be derived from the association of other mollusks in 
a particular deposit. After comparing various faunas, in which this species was abundant in Pleis• 
tocene deposits, species regularly associated with Q. alti ssi m us and of approximately the 
same high abundance were: Helisoma campanulatum, H. anceps striatum, Pbysa ,,_ . 
gyri na, and especially Foss aria o br uss a dec am·pi ~ Other species either occurred erra~ 
tic ally with G • . a 1 tis s i m us or were so much less abunda(l~ that they would be considered in• 
significant in the environment, mostly ponds or lakes; where all these species flourished. Species 
of the same genus usually were rare in the.same deposit. Of those that do occur in the same depo• 
sit with any abundance is G • par v us , a closely related species, which has about the same pH 
and n'xed carbon dioxide values as the species most often associated with G. altissimus in: a 
deposit, All of the above sped~~· except G. par v us, occur in the Jewell Hill Lake deposit 
and their ecology is given elsewh~re in this paper. 

'.,;.,...,, "'.:>__, , ..... ~···-..~-..;;.~· ..: ,_ .:.. 

G. par v us exhibits a partiality to vegetation,:· for"!~is rarely foun? in other situations, U 
occurs usually in quiet bodies of water, often of small size, 'in depths between 0.6 and 2.2 'P• · 
and with various bottoms supporting the plant growth. lt also is found on debris near the top of 
the water. During periods of drought G. parvus has b~t a slight burrowing reaction when faced 
with desiccation. It can live for a time upo:i various substrata provided moisture is present. Go 
parvus has been observed eating leaves and algae of various kinds. The pH is 7.0 to 8,16; 
fixed carbon dioxide a. 16 to 30. 56 p. p.m. 

GYRAULUS CPJSTA (Linnaeus) inhabits very shallow water of ponds or small lakes and creeks. 
In the small lake habitat it has been found sparingly on dead leaves in stagnant water~ In another 
lake occurrence .G. crista was living in .shallow water, 0, 3 to -1 m., among vegetation on a 
mud or silt bottom whic!t in tnost places was mucky.· In a creek it occurred in a few em. of water 
under logs and bark. No pH or fixed carbon dioxide values are available. · · 

PLANORBULA ARMIGERA (Say) lives in small stagnant lakes or ponds •. This snail is also found 
at the. edges of marshes, in ditches~· and small streams.t It prefers situations with abundant vegetatloa 
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and a mud bottom in water between 0.3 and 1m. deep, but is capable of remaining out of water 
and lying dormant in dried mud until the wet season of the year. The pH is 6. 6 to 7. 6; fixed car
bon dioxide 7. 5 to 16. 7 p. p.m. 

· PROMENETUS EXACUOUS (Say) is another inhabitant of quiet, shallow water bodies of mar
shes, ponds, lakes and on mud flats of small mountain streams •. Apparently P. exacuous seeks 
the cool waters, ·a ,very important factor in its dispersal. It occurs in protected weedy places on 
driftwood, plants, lily leaves, and dead leaves on almost all varieties of bottoms from 0.5 to 5 m. 
deep; however, it is most abundant in water a few em. to 1 m. deep. The preferred habitat is on· 
the luxurious growth of vegetation that affords shade, tending to lower the temperature of the watero 
Besides the plants, P. ex a c u o us has been observed to live and feed on dust·fine detritus. The 
pH is 6. 0 to 7. 64; fixed carbon dioxide 9. 3 to 22. 5 p~ p.m. 

FERRISSIA PARALLELA (Haldeman) is usually an inhabitant of shallow, quiet water of ponds or 
lakes. The depth of water ranges from 0. 3 to 2 m. in which the animal is usually found near the 
surface on plant leaves but may occur near the Mttom on other plants. The distribution of the spe• 
cies is undoubtedly controlled by the presence of vegetation for any other occurrence is rare. The 
food supply is limited to plants,· normally in a state of decay. The pH is 6. 05 to 8, 37; fixed car•. 
boo dioxide 2. 75 to 25. 7 5 p. p.m. 

PHYSA GYRINA (Say) is found in situations that are characteristically swampy, slow moving, 
and stagnant with a preference for a mud bottom. The occurrences include 'overflows from large., 
rivers, small ponds behind river and lake beaches, drainage ditches, and other temporary pools 

. and ponds. Optimum conditions of environment are shallow water usually less than 0•3 m. deep; 
a minimum amount of shade; few or no enemies such as fish and some birds; a minimum amount 
of debris; protection from waves and currents; a moderate amount of water weeds; and well.aera-. 
ted water. P. gyri n a is usually found on vegetation, mostly on the upper side of pond lily 
leaves. Physa demands practically the same environmental conditions in lakes and ponds as ilf. 
streams. P. gyri o a can live for a time upon almost any kind of substratum providing it is 
moist •. They survive for a few months when their apertures are turned down and buried ·in· clay •. 
even though they .do not· form an epiphragm. However, in periods of long. drought desiccation 
takes place for it baa only a slight burrowing reaction to enable it. to withstand these. periods dur
ing summer months. Ph y sa depends on plants for both food and aerated w.ater. A great part of 
the life of Ph ys a is spent in floating upon the surface water where it feeds upon particles of de• 
caying vegetation. It feeds on a variety of animal and vegetable food either fresh or partly, de· 
cayedo The pH is 7.1 to 8.37; fixed carbon dioxide 9,5 to 22.75 p.p.m. 

Terrestrial Gastropods 

. STENOTREMA LEAII (Binney), occasionally in large colonies,· usually inhabits quite damp 
areas near water such as the margins of ponds, streams, and marshes. It has been observed thriv•: 
ing in rather humid forests or occurring on seeping hillsides and flood plains of streams, under 
leaves, logs, and rocks. 

EUCONULUS FULVUS (MUller) prefers damp situations in woodland. areas, .especially those of 
deciduous trees, among the forest debris •. Here, it is abundant under started bark,· under wet 
pieces of bark or wood of fallen logs, and rotting stumps of trees. Although it occurs among damp 
leaves or other vegetation in well-shaded situations, it may as easily occupy the drier, more open 
woods or fields. · 
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· · RETINELLA BINNEY ANA (Morse) inhabits the more damp situations of woodlands, especially 
·those of deciduous trees. Here, it is common on the forest floor under debris, logs with started 
bark, at the base of stumps, and under brush. Another occasional occurrence is in sphagnum boga .. 

HAWAIIA MINUSCULA (Binney) is a small snail which usually inhabits the moist woodland 
·environment, but is able to withstand desiccation under semi-arid conditions. In woods it lives. 
in leaf mold, 'on and beneath the bark of trees, among mosses, and under fallen logs. · It also 

. thrives along banks of streams and lakes in piles of moist drift or under a light layer of decaying 
vegetation. 

SUCCINEA A VARA (Say) inhabits environments which are widely variable; however, it pre .. 
.fers the more moist situations. It has been found thriving in the following places: low· swampy 
areas, crawling about on mud or living among the debris; along the wet margins of ponds, streams, 
and marshes; seeping hillsides, living under leaves, logs, sticks, or damp rocks which are lime• 
stone and moss-covered. It is also abundant on the grass and reeds near or above the \\'ater in 

· roadside ditches. 

SUCCINEA OVALIS (Say) inhabits the damp situations of wooCilands, especially ,those of de• 
ciduous trees, but may just as easily occupy the drier, open woods or fields. 'This snaifis able 
to avoid desiccation for a considerable period of time, some five to nineteen weeks. It occurs 
often among the shrubs and weeds of moist situations near ponds, swamps, and streams. It 1s al• 
so abundant along the floodplains of rivers living among grasses and hedges on mud flats. 

STROBILOPS LABYRINTHICA (Say) is probably more or less confined to moist shaded wood
land areas. Here, it may be found under loose bark of logs, in half-decayed wood, among dea~ 
leaves, crawling on old stumps and logs and other forest debris. The species also occurs abun• 
dantly under debris close to the water line of lakes. 

GASTROCOPTA PENTODON (Say) lives on.wooded hillsides, more abundant on the drier 
slopes; in well drained groves, among leaves in the underbrush; it also occurs in the more damp 

. woodlands; especially those of deciduous trees. It is common among moss and grass in forests 
and on open slopes. 

PUPOIDES ALDILABRIS (C. B. Adams) is unusual in its ability to dwell in both setni·arid or 
more·than moderately wet regions. The wide range of occurrences includes limestone areas, , 
where populations are denser; in w·oodlands, under leaf mold and loose bark 'of fallen logs; in dead · 
grass of prairies; among roots of short grass in unshaded areas; moist grass of untimbered slopes; 
flood plains of creeks and rivers; beneath rocks in open country; and common on limestone ledges. 

VERTIGO OV AT A (Say) exhibits a preference for the more moist situations afforded by shaded 
slopes among vegetation in swampy areas, ponds', marshes, and on flood plains of creeks and rivera. 
In some· regions the species is uncommon because of its failure to adapt itself to periodic droughts .. 
It has been observed thriving in locally favorable habitats, such as marshes near springs, in an area 
where snails are generally absent or rare. 

VALLONIA GRACILICOST A (Reinhardt) is an inhabitant of situations wher~ organic or rock de• 
bris offers protection. The anilnal may burrow into earth where the soil is not too compaca:(:lt · 
usually occurs among vegetation, slightly damp humus. or rottfng stumps of birch in 'wooded areas~ 
and also under rocks and rotting logs on the flood plain of intermittent sueams. ·• 
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VALLONIA PULCHELLA (Muller) occupies the wetter margins along ponds, streams, and mar• 
. shes; seeping hillsides; sandy flats which receive water by percolation: and occasionally inhabits 

the defer, more open woods and fields. It is able to withsund desiccation for periods of three to 
seventeen wee.ks. This snail is characteristic of lime-lith soils. 

CARYCHIUM EXILE (H. C. Lea) is a minute land snail whose environmental conditions have 
not been extensively recorded. in the literature. C. exile dwells in the more damp situations 
of woodlands, especially those of deciduous trees, and also inhabits the moist soil near streams. 

'It has a preference for a more basic soil. C. ex i 1 e inhabits the margins of swamps or marshes 
· uilder.decaying vegetation. · · 

Nature of Environment 

GENERAL STATEMENT. The environment occupied by the aquatic mollusks in the Jewell 
Hill Lake was a small, quiet body of water contained ,in the shallow basin of a kettle. This small 
lake offered a habitat around its margins for terrestrial snails and was shallow enough for the aqua• 
tic mollusks to occupy the entire area of the lake bottom. The successive quantitative distribu• 
tion of the fauna in each collection of the four units reflects a small lake' progressively filling, at 
first by sediments and later with the aid of encroaching hydrophytes. 

The transformed area of the shallow lake to pond-like conditions became a more favorable 
. habitat for the aquatic pulmonates. The invasion of L yin n a e a .s tag n a 11 s jug u l a r is , 
s t agni col a u m bros a and He lis om a tr i VO 1 vis and the change of dominant forms to 
the aquatic pulmonates indicates very shallow water, a soft mud bottom, and thick vegetation. 

The increased numerical proportion of the land snails in both humus layers and the uppermost 
·collection of unit 4, the buff colored marl, suggests .a shifting shore line and the possible proxi
mity of a deciduous forest. Oughton (1948, p. 93) concluded that the greater land snail popula
tion inhabits the damp deciduous woodlands and also the wet margins of small and large bodies of 
water. These snails thrive in leaf mold and under vegetable debris;· inches thick, which remains 
moist. In this situation the eggs and young snails have a chance of survival against desiccation 
hazards • 

. VEGETATION. The relationship between the molluscan population and plant growth is in
timately brought out in the deposits of the Jewell Hill Lake. Although the fauna depends on plant 
growth largely for food and aeration of the water, an increase of luxuriant plant growth beyond a 
certain point is disastrous for the aquatic mollusks. · Dawson ( 1911, p. 29) also states that the 
population. is greatest where there is a moderate amount'of plants and organic debris. These con• 
clusions are clearly demonstrated in the iewellHill Lake deposit. Twice in the history of the lake 
plant growth captured the quiet \'later and extremely, reduced the molltiscan population. · This is 
well exemplified by comparing the total abundance in each collection, Fig. 4 and the volumetric 
data, Fig. 17. 

PROBABLE HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION •. The usual pH range for most present day 
lakes is between 6.0 and 9.0 (Hutchinson', 1957,' P• 690) •. Bo~h the pH and the fixed carbon di;. 
oxide vaiues as determined from the indigenous species in the Jewell Hill Lake indicate a simi

-larity to conditions in present day lakes~ ,·These values have been. ~erived for each fossilO:bearing 
unit and are discussed later iri t!le envirdii'me~tal hiStory of the lake. 
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Significant Species 

Almost ·an of the freshwater mollusks discussed in this paper could be indigenous in present 
day small lakes. Ten aquatic mollt~sks in the Jewell Hill Lake deposit occur in very amall num• 
bers indicating their intrusion into the environment. All land snails, also intruders, occur in col• 
lections that are indicative of an aquatic habitat. These have been washed into the deposit or 
occur on old shore lines of the lakee 

.Other aquatic mollusks occurring in minor percentages but continuously throughout the depo• 
sit are considered in~igenous. These are the small shelled forma such as Prom en e t u 1 ex a c u • 
ous, Pisidium casertanum, P. nitidum, and P. obtusale rotundatum. In 
present day occurrences these mollusks live in a habitat usually in much leu numbers as compared 
with others of the molluscan fauna. 

In order to ascertain the probable environmental limiting factors of the Jewell Hill Lake, dia• 
cussed later.under Environmental History, the most significant species have been •elected. These 
forms, which have the largest proportional abundance in numbers, exhibit pronounced fluctuation~ 

· in the quantitative distribution according to repeated changes in favorable and marginal unfavor• 
.· able environmenu. Tbe~e specieS are V a 1 vat~ tr 1 car 1 nata , both specie• of Am n i co 1a , 
P. o b russ a and G • a 1 t i s s i m u a. . 'The changes in environmental conditions usually do not 
•how as well in the less· abundant indigenous species. Other significant species are those whicb · .. 
occupy more actual volume. because, of the mucb larger shell of the animal. The large form• in 
this category are s. u m brosa, H. tr i vol v 1a. and at times P, gyri na, whicb often oc• 
curs as an immature shell. 

Environmental History 

GENERAL. This discussion is an attempt to outline the probable events in the development of 
the Jewell Hill Lake. Inferences are drawn from the information given under Paleoecology and the 
occurrence of mollusks collected at section 1. The conclusions, therefore, are limited to the 1m• 
mediate area of the collection site. With this reservation in mind, each fossil-bearing unit is pre• 
aented separately. 

UNIT FOUR, LOWERMOST FAUNA. Table II shows the fauna that lived in the lake just after 
the initial invasion of mollusks into Jewell Hill Lake. The significant species are V. u i car i • 

•:nata, G •. altissimus, A. leightoni, A. lustrica, and H. anceps striacumo. 
Water approximately 6 to 6 m. deep was present in which the fauna flourished. This depth of 
water at section 1, the deepest portion of the lake, corresponds very well to the known thicknea. 
6. 2 m., · of this unit, the buff colored marl. The above depth of water is ~e probable mean an• 
nual water level derived from the known ecology ofthe significant forms, especially V. trica• 
r in at a which lives in deeper water than the others listed. The pH of the water at this time may . 
have been between limits of 7.1 and 8,16. V. tr i carina t a does not occur in water where the· 
pH blower than 6.8 or in water softer than 8 p.p.m. The probable limiu of the fixed carbon di• 
oxide are between 8.16 and 30. 56 p. p.m. 

UNIT FOUR, UPPERMOST FAUNA. From the lowermost fauna in the bottom foot of unit 4, 
up to collections 1 through 6, different.speci~ became significant. The change of significant , 

;.forms indicates filling of,the lake and gradual decrease in depth of water •. V, ui carl nata and 
';A • 1 e 1 g h to n 1 decreased in numbers until in the upper part of this unit they assume an unim ~ 
ponant role. A • 1 us tr 1 c a increased io about 32 percent in collection 1 and gradually de• 
creased to 20 percent in collection 6. P. g y r ~ n a and Piisid diu m n i t1 dum exhibit parallel 
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conditions as they increase to 19 and 9 percent, respectively, in collection 1 and gradually de· 
creased to ia and 6 percent, respectively, in collection 5. · Just before the time of accumulation 

'of collection i and continuing through collection 5, · the specific conditions inferred were as fol·· 
lows: small amOunt of water .weeds With a corresponding IT•i:limum of shade and well aerated . . 
water about l m. or more deep •. In collection 6 Pis i diu m nit i dum, Ph ys a g yfi n a, and·~ 
.~ m n i co~ a 1 us tr i c a· drop to an insignificant small number. · Conditions here indicate the be.;.- ' 

. ginning en'croachment of a luxuriant plant growth in very shallow water •. The total population::.:~ .. ,. 
already shows a slight.reduction in absolute numbers'.· The encroachment and continued shallow.::: 
!ng ofwa~er, possibly less than 0.6 m. deep, produced a habitat most favorable for G. altis• 
s i m us and F.· o bruss a, the semi-amphibious inhabitant of shallow water among vegeta• . 
tion and debris. These species account for 58 percent of the total individuals in collection 6. 

The increase of land snails frorri 1. 5 percent in collection 5 to 8~ 4 percent in collection 6 
shows the possible inward shifting of the shore line. The pH values of about 7.0 to 8.16 are in"' 
feiied from the significant species in the .uppermost part of the unit. The fixed carbon dioxi•:lf~ · 
value probably ranged between 9.5 and 25.75 p. p.m. 

UNIT FIVE. Conditions continued to become more adverse for the molluscan population in 
unit five. In collection 7 the fauna had been reduced to less 'than half of the population by the 

·continued encroachment of plant growth •.. In this environment G y r au 1 us a 1 tis s i m us 'increased 
in percentage of total individuals. However, it too was reduced to les~ than hal(of its total num• . 
bers in unit four, uppermost fauna. The upper part of collection 7 and all of collection 8 repre
sent complete capture of the centrally located ai:ea 'of the lake depr.isits. In collection·S the total· 
population was reduced to 0.15 percent of the once vast population in unit four~' .. The decompo· 
sition of peat to humus in unit five took place during periods when parts of the vegetal debr.is was 
out of water, Undoubtedly some shifting pools of water .remained in the area of the lake and pro• 
vided a source from which the surviving species later repopulated the lake. 

Incollection7thelandsnails.suchass. ovalis~ v. ovata, G. pentodon,.·R. 
bin n e y an a. and E. f u 1 v us occupied their preferred habitat along the same· probable shore 
line as in collection 6 of unit four, uppermost fauna: Only one land snail, V. ova ta', was 
found in collection' 8. · This could possibly mean that the shore area would be located elsewhere 
in the area of the lake depcsit. 

The pH and fixed carbon dioxide valueS are about the same as those given for the uppermost 
pan ofunit four. 

UNIT SIX. A seasonal increase in rain, ending the drought-like or low-water-level period, . 
began another cycle of sedimentation and plant growth ~n the lacustrine deposit. · Again V • tr i • 
carina ta, along with G •. a lt i.s s i m u.s, became significant during the time of accumulation 

. of collections 9 through ·12 •. · . Both species of A m'n i co 1 a· are also significant in collections 10 
: through 12. The presence of these forms, during the accumulation of the lowermost part of this 

unit, indicated moderately thick vegetation, a level of water more than 1m. deep, and a mud 
bottom. · 

Three species migrated intcnne pon(fqike environment during the accumulation ofcollec.: 
tions 9 through 11~ .. Two.ofthese; 'S ,· '·um bros a· and H ~--·•'tri vo hi'h'~·'' indic'ate pond· condi:.. 

,. tions· •.. ~he other; .L·.~:··s·t•ignalis' jugulads; ~amEdnto a favored habitat'ofStagnanfWater 
· in cOllection 11 but" lasted through only tci collection 14. ~ · ·; 

~ ~ ' ' '' ' ,. : . ' . 
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Four species, s. umbrosa, F. obrussa, H. trivolvis, and G. altlssimus,, 
are indigenous and remain significant throughout the unit, from collections 13 to 2?• '~oth species 
of F o s_s aria are especially valuable in interpreting the conditions. They gradually increase from 

:about 25 'percent in colle_ction 13 to about 45 percent of the. tot:al indi ~duals in collection 22. 
These species indicate very shallow water; however, there were tfmes ·when the water deepened as· 
shown in collections16 and 17. In collections 16 and 17 v. tr i car 1 nata and G 0 a l'tt ssi m Ul 
soar to combined percentages of 63 and 57 respectively. 

This unit indicates prevailing pond conditions with shallow water and muddy bottom support• 
ing _thi~k pond weeds,. The vegetation continued to increase throughout most of the unit as shown 
in Fig~ 18, and a grad~al decrease in depth of the already shallow water is inferred from the eco
logy of the indigenous species •. The above inferred habitat is also exemplified by the stratigraphy 
of the interbedded peat and silty, medium light gray colored marl. · 

The influx of sediments from the surrounding kame hills was· sufficiently great to bury the 
vegetal debris. The choking vegetation and organic debriB so adverse to a flouriBhing fauna were 
held in check by the accumulation of sediments. The. total population fluctuates in this _unit, 
but increases steadily until a culmination is attained in 'collections 2~, and 23 as shown in' Fig. 4 • 

• :.Collections 22 and 23 and those immediately preceding them repi:esent a habit.at of optimum con• 
, "ditioris for an abundant molluscan assemblage • 

. · The pH value derived from the significant species ranges between 6. 6 and 7. 8~ The fixed 
·_carbon dioxide value was probably 7.5 to 25.75 p.p.m. 

UNIT SEVEN. The late stage of the lake probably developed as a result of insufficient influx 
of sediment to check the plant growth~. The filling of the lake h·ad raised to such a level that the 
influx of sediment no longer had much effect. The plant growth finally gained supremacy in the 
struggle to capture the quiet, shallow wa~er. In thi~ unit the only species.to surVive were those 
able to live in mass yegetation. These species include F. . o b russ a • which reached its high~t 
percentage of 54 in collection 23; and G • al ti ssim us, which attained a percentage of appro;. 

,, xim:ately 41 percent in the uppeF three collections of the unit. The pH and fixed carbon dioxide 
values would be approximately the same as those in unit six. 

·The land snails again probably followed the shrinldng shore line where they occupied the cool,. 
damp lower layers of vegetal debri~. In collections 24 through 26 these land snails att~ined per_• · · 
centages from 26 to 28 percent of the total individuals. An aquatic habitat is still indicated ... 
however, by the greater percentages of the aquatic mollusks. 

AGE AND CORRELATION OF DEPOSIT· 

General Statement 

The molluscan assemblage collected at section 1 is similar to va~ious Pleistocene and living 
faunas recorded in the literature. ln. order to determine a probable age relationship based.on mol• 
lwks,certain faunal.occurrences have_ been selected to iilwitrllte possible correlation. The dis~ 

similarities between the fauna studied ,and. others offer additionai information to support a·more. 
complete conclusion. The Jewell Hill fau.na is compared with one·iiving and five fossil assem• 
blages. In each faunAl occurrence nan-les have beenbrotiglit u·p to diue where'necesaary. · 

.,;' .. 
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Living F aunt. 

NORTH STAR LAKE, ITASCA COUNTY, MINNESOTA~ Baker ( 1935, P• 257) rriade exhaust• 
ive collections of freshwater mollusks in this deep glacial lake, ~d al~ of land snails in nearby. 

,: foreSts and along the mar'gins of the lake. The freshwater mollusks ar~ largely confi.ned :within .1 .• 

'depths of water less than 4 m. deep;, An extensive marl bed lies ben~ath tllree feet of peat and·: 
bog at Little North Star Lake.: B~ker ( 1935, p. 260) states that thi!l deposit of marl "belongs to ,: 
the time of greater expansion of $e lake, probably in late Wisconsin time•" Gyrau 1 us alth • 
I i m US occurred only in the mar~ bed and was associated Witb species Still liVing in the lakeo :: . . 

The lake had 27 living freshwater species of which the follow~ng -rleven also occrur in the Je~ 
well Hill deposit: Pisidlum sp., Valvata tricarin~t!l (Say), Lymnaea stagnalis•;( 
jugularis (Say), Fossaria obrussa decampi (Sueng), Helisoma anceps stria*: 
tum (F. c. Baker), Hel'isoma campanulatu·m (Say), Plan~rbula··arinigera '(Say), 
Promenetus exacuoils (Say), Gyraulus cr.ista (Linn~eus), Perrissh parallela•'! 

.,<say), and Ph ys a gyri n a say. 
. . . 

Seventeen species of land snails lived near the lake, of whiCh 6, ·listed below, have been · 
washed into theJewell Hill deposit: Euconulus fulvus (MOller); Retinella binneyana' 
(Morse)~ Hawaii a ·:m i nusc ul a (Binney); Stro bi lops 1 ab·yrt'nthic a'(Say)l y a l~onia! 
gracilicos·t·a Reinhardt~ and Succinea ova lis s~y. 

P leis to c e n e F au n as 

URBAN A,. JLLINOIS. Baker (1918b, p. 660) states that the Urllana deposit is in the Cham• 
·paign till sheet, which is early Wisconsin in age. The deposit lies in a kettle hole on the north' · 
side of the Champaign moraine at the University of Illinois. He suggesti that the mollusks ·may · 

. have inhabited the lake or pond when the late Wisconsin ice sheet was "resting at the Valparaiso, 
moraine." · 

. . 

The fauna of the Urbana and Jewell Hill deposits show a dissiini~arityin that Pisidia are more. 
abundant in the former and comparison of quantitative data may be made for only a few·speci~. 
Only eight are common to both deposits •. These eight species, together with Baker's ind~cations 
of abundance, are: Pisidium adamai Prime- a singie ~alye; P, nitidum J~nyns- the· 
most abundant mollusk; P. ferrugineum Prime· next toP. nitidum the most abundant; 
Valvata tricarinata (Say) .. not common; Fossaria obru~sa decampi (Streng)- com• 
mon; Helisom a tri vol v 1s (Say) • !,lot common, rpajority of individuals are·immatl;lfe:' G y ~ 
ra~l~s' altissi.mus F.: C. Baker·· a few adult individuals and a ~umber of young and iqltna•· 
ture specimens: and Physa gyrina (Say)· occurs in aburi~ance; the greater number are imma• 
ture. 

RUSH LAKE, LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO. This marl deposit has been dated as post•Wis<;onsin 
in age since "Logan County is within the late Wi'sconsin drift border" (Bal<er, 1920, p. 440). Noto 
ing the absence of land snails and the presence of C~rtain' specieS that bave a 'wide distribution io . 
lakes, Baker concluded "the (Jh~o deposit may, therefore, be considered as having lived.in a lar• 

. ger Rush 'Lake·,: perhaps not long after the ice had disappeared from Ohio. " 

The assemblages of the. two deposits, Rush Lake and Jewell Hill ._ake; 'are simHal" hrc:lfilrac-: 
~··and comparative· abundance offreshwater m~llusks~ The ~on abundant species are the same; 

for both deposits except for one species. Possaria obruasa •. T~e liit of the same speci!U, 1 
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together with Baker's indications of abundance, follows: Spbaerium la~usue (MOlle~)· a 
dozen odd valves: Pisi di urn c aser tan urn (Poli)- 2 valves;' P, com pr euu q~ Prime - com• 

·mon; P. ferrugineum Prime- a score; P. nit.idum Jenyns • the ~oa~ abundant Spbaerii~ 
dae; P. niti dum pa uperculum {Sterki) - 2 valves; V. tri carl nata (Say) ·one of the 
most abundant species. several hundred; Am ni col a leigh toni F. c. Baker • "Together with 
Amnicola.l"suica variety, it is the most abundantspe~ies in tb~ depqsit.". A. l~strica 
Pilabry .. nearly 40 percent of total; Foss aria obruasa. dec am pi (Streng) ~ q~te common& 
Helisoma anceps atria tum (Baker) • .. about lQ perc:ent ohhe antrosua (ancepa) 
may be referred to this variety"; H. camp4nulatum (si.)') ·a dozen sp~imeus, G.yraulua 
alti ssimua (P. c. Baker) • after Amnicola lustrica and A-. leigbtooi it is the moat ' 
abundant shell in this deposit; Promenetus exacuous (Say)- fairly common; and Perrisaia 
par a 11 e la (Haldeman) • a single specimen • 

. ORLETON MASTODON SITE, MAD~SON COUNTY, OHIO. The molluscan asae~~lage of 
this deposit Is remarkably similar to that of the Orleton deposit. La Rocque (1~2, p. 26) reports 
that "The age Qf the Orleton faunas ~an definitely ~e stated as Wtaconttn• and "bo~l~ts of ape,. 
c:ies , •• • indicate a late Wisconsin age,,. Both the Jew~ll Hill apd. Orleton deposits exhibit more 
or less parallel development, geologic nature, and environmental conditiow. 

Th,e significant species in both small lake deposits are comp~rable in abundance, except for 
the greluer number of Pisidia in the gray layer, and the absence of A m n i c o 1 a i~ the Orleton · 
deposit. La Rocque (1952, p. 18) suggests that in the Orleton deposit the establishment of Am· 
nico la and He li soma, other than H. tr~ vol vis, wes prevented ~ue to un~~~ bS.,den. 
The difference between the two assemblagea, therefore, beco~ea' minor. 

Eleven of the 21 forms present in the Orlcton deposit lit~ common to botJt depcdtt; t11ey are: . 
Helisoma uivolvis (Say), Planorb.ula armigera (Say), Gyraulus altiuimus 
(P~ c. Baker), .Gyraulus. crista (Linn.), Promenetus exacuous (Say), Pbysa. gyri• 
n'a say, Ferriasia parailela (Ha~deman), Succinea ·~valis say, Sten.ouema mo• 
nodon (Rackett), Hawaii a minuscula (Binney), and V~rti ,o ovata Say. 

·) 
I 

Six species in the Orleto~ deposit have ecologica~ requile~en~ similar to those 1~ the Jewell 
. Hill deposit. They are: Pisidium sp., 8pbaeri~m •P•• ~ugnicola paluuris elo• 
des (Say);·sugnicola lanceata (Gould), Posuria galbana (Sayh and'Valvau 
1 e w i s i Currier. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO. This loess deposit, studied by Leonard (19&3, p. 368), contains two 
molluscan assemblages, of which the lower. faunule ~ correlate~ wim the Farmdale substage of. 
Wiaco111in age and the upper faunule is correlated with the Tazewelli~n substage. The displ!lity 

. , betwee~ the. Cle~eland loess an~ Jewell Hill deposiu is shown ~y the number of different speciee 
· in both· faunas. Leonard ( 1953, p. 370) has lfsJed a number of individual• that •clearly -nest• 
the age of the loess deposit to be early Wisconsin. The list fol;lows: Foss aria dalli gnp• 
dil. Baker, Gyr au I us pa uer so ni Baker, Col ume lh alti cola (Ingersoll}; Dhc us 
m cell ntockl Baker, H,e n dersoni a· oc cu 1 ta (Say), Sue cine a a v ar a. gel.ld a Baker. 
s. grosvenor:! Lea, and Ve~tigo alpestris oughtoni Pilsbry. 

SIDNEY CUT, SHELBY COUNTY, 9HIO. The .faW)a of dli~ depo~~t consisJS .largely .of ter• 
restrial snails that have been washed intopuddlea or pool~ of a hollow developed on a. ground .mo• 
raine (La Rocque and Porsym, 1957. p. 85) •. The eVidence aunporu a Wiacomin age~: and •an 
'Early' rather than a 'DJlte' Wisconsin age" is indicated bec"'uae of the presence of ~rtaln. apecies, 

··. l . 
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especially Co 1 u me 11 a a 1 tic o 1 ~ and Vertigo alpes tri s ough toni. The comparison : 
of land snails in the Sidney Cut deposit with those that have been washed into the deposit under 
study illustrates a striking disparity of terrestrial snails. Only 3 species and 3 genera out, o( a total 
of 1!) fonns are the same in both deposits. The following list is composed of terrestrial ~pecies · 
that o.ccur ~n the Sidney deposit and not in the Jewell Hill deposit: Carycbium e_xile can a•. 
dense Clapp; Cionella lubrica (Muller), Columella alticola (Ingersoll), Dero• 
ceras? sp., Dis.cus 'cronkhit'ei (Newcomb),:Helicodiscus sp., Helicoid, undetermined 
fragments; ·succinea· grosvenori Lea, and Vertigo ·alpestris oughtoni Pilsbry• 'Ha• 
w a ii a m i n u s c u 1 a , 5 u c c i n e a a v a r a , and V a 11 o n i a g r a c il i c o s ta are .common to 
both deposits. 

Age of Deposit 

The Jewell Hill fauna is Wisconsin in age, as shown by comparison of the fauna with others · 
of known Wisconsin age. That the Jewell Hill deposit is pre-Recent is demonstrated by the pres• 
ence of 5 species which are no longer a part of the living molluscan fauna of Ohio. These are. · . 
Amnicola leightoni, Helis.oma anceps.striatum, Gyraulus altissimus, and 
Vallonia gr aci li costa. All of these fonns, except Am ni col a leigh toni, are still 
found living at higher latitudes. 

A "Late" rather than an "Early" Wisconsin age is preferred beCause of the character of the 
fauna and the geologic nature of the deposit. The terms "Late" ·and "Early" Wisconsin are used. 
here with the meaning assigned by Goldthwait and Forsyth and explained by La Rocque and .Forsyth 
( 1957, p. 81, footnote). The absence in the Jewell Hill deposit of species which may be indica· 
tive of an "Early" Wisconsin age, further supports the preference stated above.:. These •Early" Wis•: 
consin species; which are also absent from the living molluscan fauna of Ohio, include Col u me • ~ : 

; la alticola, Succinea grosvenori, Discus mcclintocki, Ve'riig·o· aipestdt .•. 
· o ugh toni, Gyr a ul us patters oili, ·and Foss aria d alli gran dis: ·.The Jewell Htll 

deposit lies on a till sheet that covers a kame deposit.;· This mantle of till has been assigned a 
"Late" Wisconsin age by Forsyth (1956, p. 183). · · 

' The writer concludes·, therefore. that the Jewell Hill Lake deposit is "Late"Wisconsin in age 
because of the evidence presented. 
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ECOLOGICAL DATA •• 1. LATCHFORD'S NOTES ON ELLIPTIO COMPLANATUS(DILLWYN). 

The following information was published by F. R. Latchford (1882, Trans. Ottawa Field-Nat. 
Club; 1,- No~ 3: 49) nearly 80 years ago. It is reproduced here with annotations in order to make 
it more accessible to malacologists. Its value lies in the acute observation displayed, the time' 
at which it was recorded, and the fact that the localities mentioned are in the northern pan of the 
range of the species. The geology of the area is well known ·(see Wilson, 1946, Geol> Survey of. 
Canada,· Mem. 2410 especially maps 413A and 414A). frhe writer revisited some of the locall• 
ties mentioned 25 or 30 years ago and can vouch for the accuracy of Latchford's data. The anno• 
tations (indicated by capital letters in parentheses) will help the reader find the variouS localltiea 
mentioned and supply additional pertinent information. Latchford's notes are reproduced in the :. ~ 
following excerpt from the paper mentioned above. 

' ,· 

"UNIO COMPLANATUS Sol. Rideau R. (A) everywhere, Ottawa R.- above theChAudil!re: 
Palls (B). In company with the iypical form, I found near Skead's Mills (C), in 1880, a speei~ 
men of a small variety. Although presenting every appearance of maturity, ·tt is only an inch · 
in height·by two and a halfin length~ For its size it is very thick and regularly inflated. I am 
informed that a similaf variety occurs· in some streams in Western New York, A form ·almost as 
small is found in the cold and limpid waters of Meech's Lake (D). But it is a thin and not a thick 
shell; not inflated but depressed: Its :colour is a very light brown. About half a mUe from Meech'a 
Lake, on the creek through which it finds an outlet, are a few shallow ponds, with a bottom of 
coarse sand and gravel washed dO\\'n from the surrounding bills.' In the warrner water of these ponds, 
where food also must be more abundant, u. complanatus is three times as large as in the neigh .. 
bouring lake •. It differs moreover in being proportionately less depressed, and more equally round .. 
ed at both extremities. Its colour iS a rich dark brown with a silken lustre. and, not unfrequendye 
atingeofbrightorangealongtheumbonal.slope. · ·;o •. _,,,. • ·' · :'··. ~,-.:_,; 

I.'; 

"Near Kettle Island (E) there occurs a form of much interest on account of its curious angular 
inflation. How extr-aordinary this is for a species whose most constant characteristic is its flatness, 
may be inferred from the· fact that a representative specimen whose height is 1. 6 in. measures 1. 5 
in. in diameter. The inflation is greatest near the dorsal margin behind the hinge-ligament, where 
a section of the shell would be an almost perfectly equilateral triangle with the base and the anglea. 
at the base slightly rounded.· A specimen found by Mr. Poirier ia 3 in. high 4. 9long, and weighs, 
only 3 oz. (f). .1 

··; ····. ·, ,. '! r ' 

"At the same locality is found a still more remarkable variety and one of no little beauty. 
In some respects it resembles U. Raleighensis Lea from North Carolina and in others u. tortuosua 
Sowby from Maryland. It is like the former in shape and in the numerous prominent rays which 
diversify its surface; and like the latter in the strange peculiarity that its valves meet at the ven• 
tral margin not in a straight but in ·a sinuous line, A correspondent writes that under Dr. Lea's 

. treatment it would be entitled to rank as a species. Whether a variety of U. complanatus or a 
distinct species, it is a most unique and interesting shell ... 

r ,_:· :. ~-~. <>·. ··j !''.~ ·:·~,. . ... .. : ,·, . .. i 

(A) Rideau River: a north-flowing tributary of the Onawa, part of which was.incorporated in· 
to the Rideau Canal in the 1830s/· The· canal joined the Ottawa with the east end of Lake Ontario 
at Kingston; Ontario. For an account of the Rideau Canal, see Robert Legget'a "Rideau Waterway• 
(1955, ·u~ of Toronto Press,' Xiv··+ 249 pp~ ,: illus~, incl. maps).' · · 

(Continued p. 32) 
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PRELIMINARY CHECKLIST OP LAKE BONNEVILLE MUL.LUSGA 

ERNEST J. ROSCOE 

Division of Lower Invertebrates, Chicago Natural History Museum 

The existence of an ancient lake in the Bonneville Basin of western Utah' was first recognized, 
on physical evidence alone,· by Howard Stansbury in 1849. Some ten years later the first observa• 
tion on fossil mollusks from deposits of this lake was made by Henry Engelmann although publica• 
tion of h~ observations was delayed until 1876. In the.meantime, F • .V• Hayden made a small 
collection and prepared an account of it for his report of 1872, thus getting credit for the first 
published report of Bonneville fossil mollusks. 

Intensive investigation of the Bonneville problem began with G. K. Gilbert whose studies cul· 
minated in the classic monograph on Lake Bonneville published by the u. s. Geological Survey in 
1890. The molluscan material obtained by Gilbert was submitted toR. E. Call for identification. 
Call's studies on the Bonneville fossils were included in a report on the Pleistocene and Recent mol· 
lusks ofthe entire Great Basin published by the U. s. Geological Survey in 1884. There.b_as been 
no review of the Bonneville fauna since that date. 

I am indebted to Dr. Dwight W. Taylor, u. s. Geological Survey, for critical reading of the 
manuscript and f01 information on certain forms not reported in the literature but pre_sent in the 
Survey collection in Washington, D. c. Both Dr •. Taylor andi are cognizant of the tentative na• ' 
ture of some of these determinations; responsibility for inclusion in the present list rests soieiy' · 
with the author. Its chief value will probably lie in. the consolidation of the widely s.c!ltte~edlit· 
erature. cr,iticism~ and _suggestions are .earnesi:ly'solicited from all intereSted persons.' ; i·::-~: :::·-' '~ 

, , • J , • • 1 ~ 1 • • :~ • • : :' ••• : .t, !.:-.r::·:-J:-. .: .. ·~..r:'"' : .. 
. . • .... .... t .. :.·:: .~·_; ,;_;.·_.:;; . ~~· .:·.:.7; . ,. , . ·< • ..... . ·:· .. . ' .. ,.' _: ... . :' .. .. 

The checklist is arranged iri general accordanc~ ~ith the, plan outlined by La·Rocquein ~. pre• 
.vious number (Sterkiana, 1:: 19·22); References are given only.tQ those papers in wbich:L~ke Bon• 
. neville mollwks are reported.·:. synonymy is not given here but can be reconstructed .from the.ref• 
erences cited. · 
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1. NAIADES 

Margaritiferidae 

1. MARGARITIFERA MARGARITIFERA (Linn~ 
1758. Call 1884: 14; Henderson 1924: 88·89; 
Chamberlin and Jones 1929:29. 

umoriidae 

?2. ANODONT A CALIFORNIENSIS Lea 1852. 
Henderson 193lb: 109-113. 

. . ' . -
3. ANODONT A NUTT ALLIANA Lea Hl38 •. 

Call 1884: 14·15; ?Hannibal 1912: 126, 197. 

12. APLEXA HYPNORUM (Linn~ 1758. U •. 
s. G. s. collections. 

?13. PHYSA AMPULLACEA Gould 1885. 
Henderson and Daniels 1917: 58; Chamber
lin and Jones 1929: 159·162; Henderson 
1931b: 109-113; Berry and Crawford 1932: . 
53-54; Hunt, Varnes, and Thomas 1953: 25~ ' 

?14. PHYSA GYRINA say 1821. Call 
1884: 18; Stearns 1901: 293; Henderson 
1924: 184. ·.;' ... 

?15. PHYSA HETEROSTROPHA (Say) 1817.· 
. Gilbert 1875: 100; Yarrow 18'75: 938; Call 

1884: 18; Stearns 1901: 288: Henderson 
203; Henderson 1924: 85; Chamberlin and Jones 
1929: 19, 23, 26; Henderson 1936: 82; Christen• 
sen 1950: 107. · . '· · ·. .. ;; ' 1924: 185. 

4. ANODONT A OREGONENSIS Lea 1838. 
?Hannibal 1912: 126, 197, 203; Chamberlin and 
Jones 1929: 23·25; Henderson 1936: 82.: ·' t · · .• 

5. :ANODONTA (SP.). Eardley and Gvosdet•. .•. ' 
sky l960: 1336._.. 133S. · · ' · · · 

. . · . ~ • .• . r, i ·· ·. , ~ ·: · 

2 •. SPHAERllDAE 

6. PISIDIUM COMPRESSUM Pdme 1851. · Hen• ·: 
derson 1931b: 109•113; Herrington and Roscoe 
1953: 98. . .... 

. 7. · PISIDiUM (SP.).· E~dley ~nd Gvosdet;ky · · 
1960: 1336-1338. . . . ' ' .' ,, ·, . .. .. 

?8. SPHAERIUM DENT ATUM (Haldeman) 1841. 
Call 1884: 15; Henderson 1924: 91. · : · 

9. SPHAERIUM PILSBRYANUM Sterid 1909. 
Sterki 1909: 141; Sterki 1916: 437; Chamberlin· .. 
and Jones 1929: 32; Henderson l931b: 109·113; 
Berry and Crawf~rd 1932:.53·64; Hunt, Yarnes; ', 
and Thomas 1953: 25. · · · · 

10~ SPHAERIUM STRIATINUM (Lamarck) 1818~ 
Boutwell1904: 471•4'72; Eardley and Gvosdetsky .· 
1960: 1336·1338. ' : '· .. ·.· '·· ';:. ··:::· .. ,, ,, ... 

11. SPHAERIUM (SP.). Engelmann, in Simp• 
son 18'76: 313; Eardley and Gvosdeuky 1960: 
1336-1338 •. 

- ;·.· 

3. FRESHWATER PULMONATA 

· Physidae 

?16. PHYSA LO~l Baird 1863. Call,1884: 
19; Henderson 1924: 185; Hunt. Varnesg and 
Thomas 1953: 25. · · · ' l .· 

' ... : l 

17.- PHYSA (SP.). Eardley and G~osdetsky 
1960: 1336-1338. .. .. 

Lymnaeidae 

?18. :. LYMNAEA AURICULARIA (Linn~ 1758. 
Hannibal 1912: 140·141; Henderson 1924: 163o 

19. LYMNAEA BONNEVILLENSIS (Call) 
. 1884. Call 1884: 24, 28; Call 1886: 6; Gil• 
bert 1890: 219, 298; Stearns 1901: 291; Baker 
1911: 105; Henderson 1924: 163; Chamberlin 
and Jones 1929: 135; Henderson 1936: 117; 
Hasler and Crawford 1938: 25·26; Ives 1946: 

· 195-199; Ives 1951: '787 •. · . ; . 

20. LYMNAEA CAPERAT A Say 1829~· Eard• 
ley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 1336·1338. 

.··; 

?21. LYMNAEACATASCOPIUM Say 1817. 
Hayden 1872: 170; Henderson.1924: 163. 

22. LYMNAEA COCKERELLI (Pilsbry and 
Ferriss) 1906. Eardley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 
1336-1338. 

23. LYMNAEA DALLI (Baker) 1906. Eard• 
ley and· Gvosdeuky 1960: 1336·1338. 

?24. LYMNAEA DESIDIOSA Say 1821. Hay• 
den 1872: 170; Gilbert 1875: 99, 100; Yarrow 
187 5: 994; Henderson 1924: 167. · 

25. LYMNAEA H~ILIS Say 1822. Stearne 
1893: 275; Henderson 1924: 16'7. 
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26.· 'LYMNAEA KJ.NGl (Meek) 1876. Chamber• · 
lin 1933: 97-100; Henderson.1924:. 124; Berry and 
.Crawford 1932: 63-54. · . · 

.27. LYMNAEA MODICELLA S~y:1825 •. :(Cham• 
berlin and Jories 1G29: 138. . .. 

28. LYMNAEA OBRUSSA Say 1825 •. Chamber• 
lin and Jones 1929: 141-143.. : ' ~ 

29. ·LYMNAEA PALUSTRIS (Muller) 1774. 
,: Call 1884: 17i Gilbert 1875: 100; Yarrow 1875: 

943; Henderson 1924: 168-169; Henderson 1931b: 
109-113; Cham~erlin and Jones 1929: 128-133; 

: Berrf and Crawford 1932: sa-54; Eardley .. and 
Gvosdetsky 1960~ · 1336-1338~ · · · :. · · · ' : 

' 30. LYMNAEA PROXIMA Lea 1856. Henderson 
and Daniels 1917: 58 •. 

31. LYMNAEA STAGNAUS APPRESSA (Say) 
l818. Call1884: 17; Baker 1911: 146, 147; 

·Hannibal 1912: 140; Henderson 1924: 161; Cham• 
berlin and Jones 1929: 123. : ) · '·' 

, ?32. LYMNAEA SUMASSI Baird 1863. · Call 
1884: 18; Henderson 1924: 169. 

33. LYMNAEA UT AHENS!S (Call) 1884. Call 
1884: 373, 379, 381; Ca11.1886: 5; Gilbert 
1890: 291; Stearns 1901: 291; Sterki 1909: 142: 

· Baker 1911: 458; Henderson 1924: 173; Chamber• 
lin and Jones 1929: 143-144; Henderson 1931a: 
77-79; Henderson 1931b: 109·113; Berry and 
Crawford 1932: 53-54; Henderson 1936: 124; 
Hunt, Varnes,· and Thomas 1953: 23 ••. ;·c· 

. ' . . ~ 

34. LYMNAEA (SP. or SPP.). Engelmann~ in 
Simpson 1876: 313; Berry and Crawford 1932: 53· . 
54; Crawford and Chorney 1944: · 135:-138; Eard
ley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 1336·1338 •. 

··, ·.· .. ; · .... · ··: \ 

Planorbidae 

35. ARMIGER CRIST AT A (Linn«!) 1758. Eard· 
ley and Gvosdetsky 1960:-.1336-1338. . ·, 

7J6. CARINIFEX AT OPUS ·chamb~·rliri a~d Jones 
1929. Chamberlin and Jones 1929: 156·157; 
Henderson 1931: 7'1-79. 

37. CARINIFEX NEWBERRYI (Lea) 1858. Gil• 
ben 1875: 100; Yarrow 1875: 946; Ingersoll 
1877: 132; Stearns 1883: 277; Sterki 1909: 142; 
~Henderson 1924: 181; Chamberlin andJones 1929: 
155-156; Henderson 1931a: 44-:-~ 9; Henderson 
1931b: 109•113; Hunt, Varnes, and Thomas 
1953: 25. 

38. CAPlNIFEX (SP. ). Berry and~ra~ford 
1932: 53·54. ·; ~' ... ;; .. '· ' 

39. · GYRAULUS CIRCUMSTRIATUS (Tryon) 
1866. Eardley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 1336-
1338. 

: ,,.. ··. 
,. ~ • ' ' . '. ' I ' 

· .40 •. GYRAULUS PARVUS (Say) 1817 ~· Hen• . 
derson and ~aniels 1917: 5~; Eardley and GV()S ... 
detsky 1960: 1336-1338. ... .. · 

· 41 •. GYRAULUS VERMICULARIS (Gould) 
.1847• · Henderson 193lb: 109-113; Berry· 

·· and. Crawford 1932: 53-54 •. · · ·. · ,· . . ...... , .. ,'·' 

42. GYRAULUS (SP.). ·Eardley and Gvoa• 
detsky 1960: 1336-1338. · .::·.,. 

43.' . HELISOMA SuBCRENATUM (Carpen-
ter) 1856 •. u. s. G. s. collections. . · 

44. HELl SOMA TRIVOJ.VIS (Say) 1817. 
Yarrow 1875: 947; Call 1884: i6: Henderson 
1924: 174; Chamberlin and 'Jones 1929: 146· · 
147 : .. ~erry ·and Crawford 1932: 53;.54. · ·. ·. · 

4s~ · HELISOMA (SP.). Cr~wford ar.d Chor• 
ney '1944: 135-138; Eardley and Gvosdetsky 
1960:,1336-1338.' . ~;: .':' . 

46. POMPHOLOPSIS WHITEI .. Call. 1888. 
Hunt, Varnes, and Thoinas.l953:. 25~ . . .... •' .· 

·. ···-' 
·· 47 •.. : PROMENF.TUS EXACUOUS (Say) 1821. · 
Henderson·1931b: 109-113; Eardley and Gvos-
detsky 1960: 1336-1338.: ·· '' · 

48~: '. PROMENETU s uMBiuC~ T'ELLUs' (cock• 
erell) 1887. EardleY arid. Gvcisdetikf'i960; 
1336•1338. ': . . .. - . . .. . ' . 

Ancylidae ··'· 

. 49. FERRISSIA (SP.). Eardley .and Gvos~ 
detsky 1960: 1336-1338•. 

•:. ·. . ; ~ ~ \ 

4. FRESHWATER OPERCULATES 

. Hy~robiidae, .. 

50 •. · AMllo'lCOLA CINCINNATIENSIS (An
thony) 1e4o. Hayden 1872: 170; Call 1884: 
20-21; Gilbert 1875: 99; Pilsbry 1899: 122;. 
Hannibal 1912: 101:' Henderson and Daniels 
l917: 77'; Henderson l924: 190; chamberlin 
and Jones 1929: '175·176;:J3erry;and Craw.ford 
1932: 53·54; wtmber·'arid-Crawfotd-1931: ·Gl; 

~ .. "· '...!: ... : '_"'l;'i·'t", ... -'.:.-::: ··:· ':- .,.~ ,: . ,._,:, -~.~:-·:-~ :. - ..... • -.: :. ~ . -. 
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Henderson 1936: 138; Hasler and Crawford 1938: 
i6·26; Jones 1940: 40e - - · : ,._ .. ;' 

61~: AMNICOLA INTEGRA (5ay) 1840. '.Baily 
and' Baily 1951: 47. · . -: - . '-. 

- ' 
52. AMNICOLA LIMOSA (Say) 1817. Hayden 

·' 1872: i70; Hannibal 1912: 185; Henderson 1924:' ·. 
· 190; Chamberlin and Jones 1929: 173·174;Berry 

and Crawford 1932: 63~64. · ' · 

~53~ AMNICOLA.LONGINQUA Gould 1865. 
Cooper 1888: · 288; Cooper 1892: 23i Henderson 
1931b: 109·113; ·Henderson 1936: 137; Ives 1946: 

. 195·196; Ives 1951: 787; I:Iunt_, yarnes, and 
Thomas 1953: 23. . . "·: . ';'···' 

;54._ AMNICOLA PORATA (Say) 1821 •. Call 
1884: 21; Stearns 1893: 27_8; Henderson 19~4: 
190. -

'. 
:. _65. AMNICOLA (SP.). Engelmann, in Simp• 
.. son 1876: 313; Hague, Arnold, and Emmons 
1877: 464; Hunt, Varnes, and Thomas 1963: 25; 
£atdley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 1336•1338~ 

,•,.;',· 

·_-; ?66. PLUMINICOLA COLORADOENSIS Mor• 
rison 1940. U. S. G. So collections.: 

57. PLUMINICOLA FUSCA (Haldeman) .1847._ 
Hayden 1872: 170; Ingersoll 187'7: 133; Call 
1884: 21; Stearns 1893: 282; Sterki 1909: 142; 
Hannibal 1912: 187; Henderson 1924: 192; Cham• 
berlin and Jones 1929: 180·181; Henderson 1931b: 
_109·113; Berry and Crawford 1932: 53·~; Hunt. 
Varnes, and Thomas 1953: 23, 25. . · . '~··; 

68. PALUDES1'RINA PROTEA (Gould) 1885. 
Stearns 1901: 277, 279. 

59 •. POMATIOPSIS LUS1'RICA Say 1821. 
Gilbert 1875:· 99.- . 1 ,-' : '· ' ... _, • ·'· -. 

·. •t: : 
60. TRYONIA EXIGUA C~nrad 1855. Yarrow 

1675: 948; Henderson 1924: 191. 

t -· 

Valvatidae. 

?61. VALVATA 'CALLI Hannibal1910. Han• 
nibal 1910: 104, ·107; Henderson 1924; 193. 
.· . t"·· ' . . 

?62. YALVATA HUMERALIS (Say) 1829~ 
Eardley and Gvosdetsky '1960: 1336·1338. · 
. ·.·::··· ·:.! . '::\. ;' . ' ., ,.1: 1. 

63 •. ,-,VALVATA HUMERALIS CALIFORNICA 
Pilsbry 1908. Henderson 1931bt 109~113; Berry 
and. Crawlora .1932:. ~3·54 •. 

64. -VAL VAT A UT AHENSIS (Call) 1884. 
· Hayden 1372: ~'70; Call 1884: 22, 24, 25;: 

Boutwell 1904: 471-472; Hannibal 1910: 23, 
. 104, 106; Henderson 1924: 193; Chamberlin 
and Jones 1929: 183·184; Henderson -1931br 
109-113; Berry and Cra\~ferd l932: 53:.54; 
Hunt, . Varnes, and Thomas 1953: 25; Eatd• 
ley and Gvosdetsky 1960: 1336•1338 •. :. {.' 

?65.·: VALVATA'UTAHENSIS HORATU·. 
·-· Baily·and Baily 1951~ Baily and Bally 1951: 

50. -.' . 

?66 ... VALVATA VlRENS Tryo'o\863:''caU 
• . I • ' , ~.J •' .: '·J : ~-~ _. . 

1884: 21; Henderson 1924: 193... . .. · 
·,.,· ·:· 

5. LAND GASTROPODA•. 

•' cainaenidae· '.-.. ·. 

67 ~ OREOHELIX PERIPHERICA (Ancey) 188!; . . 
u.s. G. s. oollections. ·- ,·;: __ ,_;··. :·:\';.· · · 

68~ . OREOHELIX S1'RIGOSA DEPRESSA (Cock• . 
erell) 1890. Roscoe 1951: 135·136; Hunt,' Var• 
nes, and Thomas 1953: 24... . . .. . . . . .. .. 
'. . . . . : .. ! ~~.:: :' ':. " . i. 

'?69." (OREOHEUX ·sp~· or· SPP.)~ · Engelffiann, 
'in Simpson 1876: 313: Hansen and StokeS 1941: 
34." . - . ;_ .-

' ' 

Zonitldae ·. 

'10. ZONITOIDES A~OREUS (Say) 1816. U. -··• 
S. G. s. oollections. · 

'71. ZONITOIDES NITIDUS (MOller) 1'774. 
This specimen, which was determined by me 
from material submitted by J. H. Fetb, . can• 
not be located in the u. s. G.· s. collections. 

Endodontidae. :.·.·.· '. 

'72. , DISCUS CRONKPJTEI (Newcomb) 1866. 
U. s. G •. s. collections. . . _ . 

. • ' ' .' .'·t .. : 

·' ?73~ DISCUS CRONKHITEI ·ANTHONY! 
Pilsbry 1906. Henderson and Daniels 191'7! 
58; ~enderson 193lb: 109•113. . . ... . .. ~~;.: ... r· 

: ·~ ~ 

•,. ; :~ '·I • 

... •.,;:'_':, , .. · _valloniidae , 

74. :VALLONIA CYCLOPHORELLA (Ancey) 
1890.· :u~ ·s.·.G. s. collections~·, 

•'•.c'•--· " 
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Pupl.llidae " 

75. PUPILLA MUSCORUM (~inn~ 1758. U, S. 
G. s. collections. 

76. VERTIGO OV AT A (Say) 1822,;. Henderson· • 
and Daniel$ 1917: 58. 

Succineidae 

Because of the difficulty. if not impossibility, · 
of determining species in this family from shell · 
features alone, all records are suspect. · 

' 

?77. SUCCINBA AV ARA Say 1824. Hunt·, , 
Varnes, and Thomas 1953: 24. .• · . • ... ,.J'' 

?78. SUCCINEA UNEAT A W • G. Binney<., 
1857. ·Cooper 1870: 199-219; Gilbert 1875:; 
99. 

79. SUCCINEA (SP. or SPP.), Henderson,., 
1931b: 109-113; Eardley and Gvosdetsky .· 
1960: 1336-1338. 
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I 
MUSSEL SHOALS VS. MUSCLE SHOALS 

RALPH W. DEXTER 

Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 

Seldom is malacology concerned with problems of toponymy. There has been one question 
of long standing, however, which in spite of an official ruling has never been completely settled 
in the minds of some malacologists •. While the famous rapids in the Tennessee River, habitat of 
abundant.river mussels but known officially and most commonly as "Muscle Shoals," are rio longer 
in existence, the name is perpetuated by the hydroelec_tric plant _and by a nearby town bearing the 
same nameo · It is interesting .to trace the _historical development of this name and its relationship 
to the work and publications of malacologists. ·. . _ . , : .. , , ... :! _ ., · , . · ·,. -: . , 

In Alabama: A ·~~td~·.to the Deep So-~~·h·~ (W~· P. A~ Writers' Project~ 1941); 
tbe following account of Muscle Shoals is given: "About 1'179 thefi.rsi: white rivermen paddled In• 

1 

t~ the region and established a trading post here •. They named the rapids Mnscle or Mussel Shoals, 
suggested either by the abundant shellfish or the strong arm muscles required to paddle a boat 
through the rapids." Apparently from the beginning there was uncertainty as to the actual origin 
and spelling of the name. The spelling "Muscle Shoals" appeared early in such sources as. the 
Map of Tennessee Government by John Ried in 1795; Winter bothem.'s America 11 

·At 1 as of 1'196; Reports of the Chief of Engineers, u. s. Army, and the Twentieth Congress·, First 
Session, in 1828; the Tennessee G a z e tt e e r by Eastin Morris in 1834; and charts of the Ten
nessee River made for the u. s .. Navy by the Coast Survey, 1864·65. On Apri15, 1892, the u.s. 
Board on Geographic Names, in view of past usage, rendered a decision in favor of "Muscle Shoals.•· 
Apparently the spelling ."muscle" in-reference to bivalve mollusks was common, at least in the , 
Alabama-Tennessee· region, during those years •. Also it is understandable why non~malacologists 
responsible for the above mentioned documents, carefully considered by the Board, would natural• 
iy think of "muscle" rather than "mussel~" Probably but few of them were familiar with theanim-: 
als now most commonly known as ~ussels. Even the malacologists of that period usually employed 
~terms "naiad" or "bivalve" for these mollusks, . 

Practically all reference sources -dictionaries, atlases, gazetteers, encyclopedias, almanacs, 
government reports, maps, etc •. · .:....published since the Board's decision have used the official spel• 

·ling of "Muscle Shoals: but not without some hesitation incertain cases. Some list both spellings, 
.but give preference to the officialform• ,The·1914 edition.of Funk and Wagnalls Ne,w Stan4• 
ard. Dic_tionary of·. the. E~glish Langu'age 1 •. for ~xample,listed the rapids under two 
separate names, "Muscle- Shoals" and "Mussel Shoals," but gave preference to .the fiut •.. Even:. as 
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as 1949 the Encyclopedia Britannica states under the entry "Muscle Shoals" that "the 
first pan of the name is prol>ably the obsolete form of mussel." Early writers were divided as to 

. usage. An article published in Harper • s Week 1 y in 1890 was entitled "Mussel Shoals Canal," 
: but was indexed under "Muscle Shoals" as the primary entry and under "Mll~sel Shoals" as a sec• 
·~ ondaryclassificationinReader's Guide to Periodical Literature. Beginning with 

twentieth century literature, indexing of theRe ad er 's Guide does not again ~se the classifi·• . 
· cation "Mussel Shoals" with a single exception in volume 7 (Literature published 1925-28), and 
'. then only as a synonym of "Muscle Shoals." 

It was the eminent malacologist A .. E. Or~mann who pl~aded in 1924 (Science 60: 565-6) 
that "the common and now official spelling "Muscle Shoals" should be discarded for the more cor_. 
rect one 'Mussel Shoals'." Ironically his article, entitled "Mussel Shoals~" was catalogued in the 
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literatu.re under "Muscle Shoals." Ortmann used the 
spelling which he advocated in his own scientific papers, but strangely enough did not capitalize 
the name of the rapids. His usual reference to them was stated as "at the mussel shoals near Flo• 

: rence"(Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 57: 521·626. 1918). AreplytoOrtmannbyG. H. Mat• 
thes ("Muscle Shoals vs. Mussel Shoals." Science 61: 209. 1925.) claimed that the old spel• 
ling for bivalves was "muscle shells," so named because of the strong muscles which close the 

. shells. While tie calls attention to spellings in old dictionaries and maps as examples,· he does 
not mention any scientific work using such a spelling. ·Early writers about the region were prob• · 

. ably not aware of the difference. Few people in recent times associate bivalve mollusks with the 
r name "muscle." It appears that such a spelling has not been generally applied to bivalves since 
• the 19th century, ald1ough c:ertain local exceptions have been reported by Meredith F. Burrill, 
· Executive Secretary of the U. s. Board onGeographic Names. The problem seems to arise from· 
. an early spelling on the part of writers not familiar with the existence of the two homonyms or 
' who preferred to use the optional spelling for bivalves. Place names derived from mussels have 

long been used elsewhere such as Musselburgh, Scotland: Mussel Aa (River), Netherlands; and 
· Musselburg,. Canada. In 1924, the U, s. Board on GeGgraphic Names reconsidered the spelling 

of Muscle Shoals but made no change in the matter. : , 

It is interesting that in several other instances ·the same confusion has apparently existed. The 
U. s. Board recognizes the na~e of a village and a township in Chariton County, MiSsouri, as 
Musselfork. In Lippi nco t t 's New G a z e t tee r of 1913, however, they were both listed as 

. "Muscle Fork," while the stream was called "Muscle River." They appear likewise in Lippincott's 

.Pronouncing Gazetteer or Geographical Dictionary of the· World edited by· 

.· Heilprin and Heilprin of 1922. While a creek in Queensland, Australia, is known as "Mussel· .· 
J brook," a town in New South Wales goes under the name of "Musclebrook," according to the 
Lib r a r y · At 1 as of the W or 1 d ( 1914). Other confusions have been noted in the following 

.1nstances. Musselbed Shoal (a light station in Rhode Island), Mussel Point (a point in Texas), and 
: Musselshell River (in Montana) are listed as such in the Sixth · Report of the U. · S • G eo .. 
1
graphic Board (1933). The Lippincott volume of1922 mentioned above lists the "Muscle• 
shell River" of Montana as an alternate spelling of "Mussellshell River." . The En c y c 1 oped i a 
Britannic a W or 1 d Atlas ( 1947) also lists for Montana the village of Musselshell in Mussel• 
shell County, through which the river by that name passes. Only "Muscle Shoals" appears under 
such a spelling in these later. two sources. However, James McCormick, a former secretary of 
the U. s. Board on Geographic Names; cited in ·1924 the personal journals of Lewis and Clark .. 
who referred in 1805 to the "Mascle Shell River" in their entries of May 20 and 21 to what is now 
officially known as the Musselshell River/ Also,· "Mussel Point." Texas, appeared on a u. s •. G. 
S~ source aS .;Muscle Point" according to the Board's records of 1908. ·In 1909 the postmaster of 
·Providence, Rhode lsiand, ·stated that the.light'station in Narragansett Bay was known as "Musciebed 
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Shoal Light" and the shoal was called the "Muscle Bed" without .known exceptions. At Cape Ann, 
Massachusetts, a headland was labelled as :"Musde,Point" or "¥uscle Rocks" on all of the early 
maps of that region which have been examined. However, the.roadway, to.this place, which \'las 
listed in th~ Gloucester Directory for th~ first time in 1925, has always' been given ~ "Mussel Point 

. Road." . The recent Lucas maps (1935) of this region speh both the name of the point ~d of the 
,road as "Mussel •. u: lt is interesting that A. Geographic Dictionary of Massachusetts 
by Henry Gannett. (1894) used the speiling "Muscle Point" for this headland ai CapeArin, but lists 

.. a similar one on Cape Cod as "Mussel Point." There is a similar "Mussel PQint" at Pacific.Grove,. 
California, but the only reference to this found by the writer is i.n an article published in . THE 
NAUTILUS (69: 82. 1956). The spelling employed is pr~bably_ eorre.ct' according,to current 'usage . 
and the one. to be. expected in a journal o~.lllalacology. . . · · . :· .· .. ·,,. · .. · . , · ·. . · 

.. The postmaster at Florence, .Alabama,. informed the U. s. Board in 1914 that "Muscle Sh~all• 
was the more commonly used spelling in that locality although even at that early date the local 
press varied in its usage.". The War Department engineer at the canal at that time' used the SPelllng 
"Muscle. ". About the same time. the posmiaster at Sheffield, · Alabama,· reP<>rted "~uscle Shoals" 
as the common form although sometimes the name appeared as "Mussel Shoals." The corporation 
formed to develop water power used "Muscle Shoals" in its corporate name. An 'am'using' and · 
se.emingly incongruous}tem appears in Henry 9anne~t's book_.American Names (1947) whic~ 
reads "Muscle Shoals-- series of rapids in the Tennessee River ~ ••• so name(!'because ofthe great 

. . . ~ ' . . \ . . . . ! ' . . . 

number. of mussels found there. " In another referenc~ work ( C r a m • s .M ode r n R e eta e n c ·e· 
At 1 as of the W or 1 d , 1931). is recorded, a to\~n ln Butler County or' Alabama· by ~h~ nmne 'of 
•Mussel." Nowhere else has this been found listed. In its brief existence it 'rpay· have been. unique 
in esc~ping the problem whicb.has·e~isted in all other cases _involving tha,t.name,' · · · · · ··· ··.' · · 

Creation of Wilson Dam, completed in 1925. by the Tennessee Vail~yAuthority; d~troyed 
the greater portion of the rapids,near Flore'nce but not the,conttove~sy over their ~arne~·· Calviti 
Goodrich, 'tn his .. papers on' the. mollusks of the 'Tennessee River puhlished' in, th~ ~O's 'and 401&~: 
used the official spelling: On the.other hand,· as late aS 1942, I~ P •. £. Morrison in his studyof 
the shell mounds of the Pickwick Landing Basin in the Tennessee River Valley (Smiths. ·lost~ Bur • 

. Am. Ethnol.·. Bull •. 129, pp. 339-392. 1942) repeatedly and consistently used the name "Mussel 
Shoals. " .. ' · ·. · · . 

The official spelling of Muscle· Shoals, now so widely used and the only official name using 
"muscle" in reference to river clams, will very likely never be changed, and there is little argu.; 
ment for doing so. However, it will probably always remain a slight irritation to many malaco• 
logists to refer tO the famous rapids with their once abu.ndant mussel fauna as "Muscle Shoals~" · 

My thanks. go to Dr. Hallock F. Raup, Head, Department of Geography and Geology of Kent 
State University and Meredith F. Burrill~ Executive Secretary of the U •. s. Board on Geographic 
Names, for assistance in tracing the ramifications of this controversy. 
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. ECOLOGICAL DATA -- 1. (Continued from i\t'lge 22) 

'. (B) Chaudiere Falls,. within the city ~f ofta~a. a~e a .major barrier to'migr'ation of Mollusca. 
Naiades may have· reached tluit part of the Ottawa River above the Falls as parasites on Jish able· 
to scale the Falls or. during late Pleistocene time, when the ·ottawa served as an outlet for the · · 
upper Great Lakes~· -'The 'problem is an interesting one that will bc;:ar further investigation. · 

(C) Skead"s Mills was on the. Ontario shore of th~Ottawa River just 'above the Chaudi~re Falls. 
The mills have long since been razed. · · 

. ·(D) Meach Lake is the presently accepted spelling. The writer studied its molluscan 'fauna · 
(1935~ Can. Jour. Res., 13 (D): 45-59). The lake lies some 20 miles north of Ottawa. ·.It is one 
of several in a chain drained by a tributary of the Gatineau River. itself a tributary of the Ottawa. 

(E) Kettle Island is in the Ottawa River just east of the outlet of the Gatineau River. It is sur• 
rounded by shallow sandy ~reas abundantly populated by Naiades in Latchford"s day but later (1936 
to 1945, perhaps earlier) polluted by mill waste which destroyed the Naiades, • The Naiadei, in.; 
eluding E 11 i p t i o com plan at us, were still abundant farther downstream when I colleC:ted · · 
there some 15 or 20 years ago. 

(F) There may be some connection between the disparity in size of the shells of Meach Lake 
a~d Kettle Island and the geology of the two areas. The basin of the Meach Lake drainage con• 
sists of Precambrian igneous-metamorphic rocks poor in· calcium carbonate, partly covered by 
glacial drift, whereas the Ottaw·a River flows over both Precambrian rocks of the sarrie nature and 
Ordovician limestones. For example. the lip of the Chaudlere Falls is made up of Ordovician · . 
limestones as are the rocky headlands on the south shore of the Ottawa River above Kettle Island 
(see maps 413A and 414A. in Wilson. 1946. cited above). Caution must nevertheless be exer· 
cised in reaching such conclusions because the Kettle Island locality was espec.ially favored in 
another respect: it was just far· ~nough'below the sewage'· outiet on the Ottawa side of the' iiver to 
provide abundant microscopic. fooci. yet not neat enough· tc:i ii: to' cause heavy pollution beyo~d 
the toleriuice of the Naiades. ' · · ' · · · ' · · · 

A. · La· Rocque· 

···•. 
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ADDITIONS TO.THE NEW BRUN'SWICK. CHECKLIST 

Route 5,· Cleveland, .Tennessee'· 

.. · The following are a few additions to the New Brunswick Checklist of Non-Marine Mollusca 
·:·(La Rocque, 1961a). ··The records listed are in my collection and in many instances duplicates ~ 

· are in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, the National Mweum of Canada, and in the private 
.·collection of Arthur H.; Clarke, Jr.· .Insofar as my collection:is.coneerned, these ~ecords and the;~ 
·· collection are open to examination of any interested malacologist. Most of these records have · 
· never been published,. 

.... 1.: NAIADES'. '·' ·.· 
·'·.: :~h· ;-. 

1.; ALASMIDONT A HETERODON (Lea) .1830/ 
Simpson 1914: 4_99, · Athearn 1952: 8 •. 

·· ·· ' .' ;. t; ( .. ·:·,-: T , , , ... . 

2,- ALASMIDONTA MARGINAT A VARICOSA · 
(Lamarck) 1819. Simpson 1914: 506~· Frierson -· 
1927: 21(Decurambis). Athearn 1952:8. 
Also Renous River, Northumberland County. 

3. ANODONTA CAT.ARACTA (Say) 1817. 
-Frierson 1927: 16. La Rocque 1953: 87. Widely 

· . distributed in New Bruns\-.rick~ · ·\ 

4, ANODONT A CATARACT A BROOKSIANA -~:. 
van der Schalie 1938, La Rocque 1961b: 43 .·. ; .. 
~· brooksiana van der Schalie). Kennebecasia 
Bay, Kings County; Branch of Denny Stream;· 
Charlone County. · . , · · '; , 

··,.· 5. ANODONTA IMPUCATA (Say) 1822. La 
; Rocque _1953i 88. · Athearn 1952: 8, . Widely 

( ~inributed ln New Brunswick. . . .... · '. 

· 6• LAMPSILIS OCHRACEA (Say) 1817. La 
;: Rocque _1953: 92. St. John River, Queens County, 

Pond on branch of Aulae River, W estmore•. :; 
land County. , . 

7. LAMPSIUS RADlAT A (Gmelln) 1792,, \ 
La Rocque 1953: 93 •. • St, John River, t:ork:. '1, 
and Kings Counties; Canaan River, Queens · 
County. 

8~ STROPHITUS UNDULATUS (Say) 1817.: 
·.-La Rocque 1953: 99 (S. rugo~us);; Clarke :; 
. and Berg 1959: 43,, Shedtac River. Westmore

land County • . 
,; .. 

·.·, .. 

9. SPHAERIUM RHOMBOIDEUM (Say) 1822. 
RobertSon and Blakeslee 1948: 115. La Rocque 

. 1953: 115 •.. St. John River, York County (iden• 
tified by A. H. Clarke, Jr.). 

10. ~PHAE~UMSULCA~uM (Lamarck) 1818, 
Robertson and Blakeslee 1948: 113. La Rocque 
1953: 116~ · Tantramar River, Westmoreland 
County. 
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3. FRESHWATER PULMONATES 

11. GYRAULUS HIRSUTUS (Gould) 1840. 
Robertson and Blakeslee 1948: 63. La Rocque 
1953: 294. Hammond River, Kings County. 

· 12. GYRAULUS PARVUS (Say) 1817 •. Robert• 
son and Blakeslee 1948: 63. La Rocque 1953: 
294. St. Iohn River, Queens County. 

13. STAGNICOLA EMARGINATA (Say) 1821 •. 
Hubendick 1951: 132 ( L y m n a e a) • La Rocque 
1953: 277. St. Iohn River,· York County.· .. 

14~ ST AGNICOLA PALUSTRIS (MUller) 1774.,. 
Hubendick 1951: 119. La Rocque 1953: 280 •. 
St. Iohn River, York County; Little River, St. 
Iohn County. 

4. FRESHWATER OPERCULATES 

:: 15. AMNICOLA LIMOSA (Say) 1817. Robert· 
·;son and Blakeslee 1948: 84. La Rocque 1953: 267~ 
:Branch of Denny Sueam, Charlotte County; Ham· 
· mond River, Kings County. 

16. CAMPELOMA DECISUM (Say) 1817. Rob· 
ertson and Blakeslee 1948: 81. La Rocque 1953: 

:; 266. St. Iohn River, Queens County. -
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PLEISTOCENE MOLLUSCAN FAUNAS OP THE SOUDER' 

LAKE DEPOSIT, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO.· 

JOHN CORNEJ0
1 

Loc.ation of Deposit 

The Souder Lake deposit is located at 82° ·so• 09" west longitude and 40° ·oo• 10" riorth·lati.;, 
. tude in Jefferson Township, Franklin County,: Ohio; Westerville quadrangle, .section 3, approxi.• 
mately 2~4 miles southeast of Gahanna, O~io and o."a mile northweSt of the: intersection of Tayi. 
lor Road and Taylor Station Road (See Fig. 1). . . . ·. . .. 

. ' •, . .~ .·. '·' . ' 

Methods: of Investigatio"n '. 

The riori:h sid~ of a small isl~mci in· the. approximate ~est center of Souder Lake was the moat 
favorable location for fossil collecting. Here, a hole 7 X 4 X 6 feet was excavated; a vertical' 
column 1 X 1 foot was collected in two-inch layers; this thickness was varied (collections 1: ·2;' 

·. 19) to prevent a collection crossing a stratigraphic boundary. 'collections (two-inch layers) were 
made 'to the bottom of the column, a non-fossiliferous gravel. FossilS too far down to remove by 
digging were recovered .with a bayonet auger. The collections were carried arid stored in plastic 
bags. Later, they were washed in a series of sieves of 2.5, 9, 20, and 40 mesh. The remaining 
material was dried and stored in pint containers.· 

The volume of each collection was reduced ·with the aid of the Jones splitter. · A representa• 
tive fraction of the total collection was taken and its volume measured in cubic centimeters, la• 

.· beled and placed in containers for further use; One thousand shells were then plcked from ran• 
domly selected portions of each represimtative fraction and the volumes of the sorted and unsorted 
material were recorded, Collections 15 to 19 did not contain 1,000 shells. By adding the:volum~ 
of sorted and unSorted material and then subtracting this figure from the volume of the total frac
tion, the volume occupie~ by the shells was obtained •. The shells were identified to species and 
the total number of shells in the whole collection (before splitting) was determined. The volume 
occupied by the shells and organic material in. the total collec;:tion was also noted. .Tile percent 
of abundance of each sper.ies determined on the basis of total individual& sorted in a particular . 
collection was aiso recorded. 

,. L ~ · , ·• ~ i ;, _ . ..................................................................................................................................................................................... _ .................... . 
1 Form.erly. Depan_m~nt ofcieology, Ohio State University, no~ Department of Geology, . 

Iowi· State University~ Ici\Ja City,: Iowa~· This paper iS' based on'a M.-s~· th'esia in .the.·De•i:, 
partment of Geology, ·Ohio State University. 
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Stratigraphy 

The Souder Lake deposit is situated within an area of till which forms gently rolling topography. 
At present the area is spar$ely vegetated and is used primarily for farming. The till covers a com
plex system of glacial deposits which overlie bed rock of shale or sandstone (Schmidt, 1958, p. 39). 
The glacial deposits vary from a few feet to over 90 feet in thickness. The general drainage of the 
area is to the west into Big W alnilt Creek. 

The Souder Lake deposit lies within a shallow asymmetrical kettle hole which rests on gravel. 
The maximum length of the deposit is 1,850 feet in a north-south direction, and the width is 850 
feet in an east.-west direction. The area covered is approximately 27.7 acres with a depth of 30 
feet. However, the water in the lake was never 30 feet deep at any one time; rather, it gradually 
attained that thickness as the lake filled, causing the water to rise slowly. The lake was fed by 
precipitation and surface runoff from the surrounding area. A persistent layer of clay initially 
deposited over the bottom of the lake prevented any inflow of groundwater. When the lake, first 
filled, it had an outlet flowing to the southwest into Big Walnut Creek; then, as the lake ponded, 
the original outlet was dammed and another outlet was opened several hundred feet to the south. 
This outlet drained the area for only a short time. before it too became dammed, possibly by en
croaching vegetation •. The lake deposits dip sharply away from an island-like mound just west of 
the center of the lake. This island formed somewhat of a barrier between shallow: and deep waters, 
even though its center was only a few feet across.· The lithologic units of the Souder Lake deposits 
vary in thickness from section to section. Generally, most of the units ·are discontinuous; they thin 
out and grade into one another. The peat, clay, and humus units are continuous and occur through• 
out the deposit. The peat unit is the least fossiliferous, but it is by far the most extensive and 
thickest, reaching a thickness of approximately one foot. At most points this unit rests directly on. 
gravel. The' humus layer varies from a thickness of. a few inches to more than one, foot. 'rhe . 
humus is noticeablydisturbe.d in places, but it rests on undisturbed hum~s of the se~:me nature •. The 
most fossiliferous unit of the-deposit is the peaty clay •. This uni~ generally ana1ns a thicknesS of 
2 feet, b.ut in mariy sections it. is less. The other units vary greatly in thickness and in abundance 
of shell material. Most of these units appear to be lenticUlar and of no great significance. 

Measured Section 

All sections were sampled by means of a bayonet auger with the"exception of s~ction.1, the 
. main collecting st~tion (M.s. on fig. 2), :where detai~edsampling was done: at two~in~h Inter:-: 
vals •. Other collections \'lere made at regular intervals on four traverses radiating ·from. ·section '1; 
therefore, oiuy section 1 is described in detail, while all other sections are wapliicallY, depicted 
in figure 2. · · · · · · ·· 

• ••••o•h••••••;,uuooouooooooooooooouoooooouooooooooo••••••••••••••••UooUootuoooou:uoooUoHho:oooOoooouoooooooo•••••••~•-.••••••ooouoouo,,,,,,~,,, 0 , 00 uo•~•·~·• .... ·····: 

. DESCRIPfiON OF FIGURES. 1;.·3~ OPPOSITE PAGE. 

Fig •. 1·· Index Map showing the location of the Souder Lake Deposit. 
'· . . . . . ~ . ' ; 

Fig. 2 Map of the Souder Lake Deposit. 

Fig •. a. Approximate total number of individuals in each collection of~ Soud~r Lake 
Deposit. 
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No. (lnchll) 

19 3 
18 2 
17 2 
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15 2 
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13 2 
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9 2 
8 2 
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2 1 
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Comparative Graphic Reprnenf'atlon 
Total No. 

of Comporotivt Abundance 
Individuals Abundonce (Thousandt) 

•o 20 30 

758 758 
287 287 
103 103 

27 27 
115 715 

19,200 19,200 
19,4-40 19,4-40 
28,800 28,800 
19,090 19,090 
15,580 15,580 ~ 
30,000 30,000 
19,040 19,040 
20,370 20,370 
1o,300 11:>, 300 
11:>,8oo 11:>,8oo 

17,14.0 17,14.0 
29,140 29,140 

7,870 15,740 - 3 1,370 2, 740 jl 
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Unit 

'I 

6 

Section 1 

Description 

Humus, blacl<, disturbed, fossiliferous •••••••••••• o ... • • o o 

Humus, black, undisturbed, fossiliferous • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • 

Thickness 
. (inches) 

8 

4 

5 Humus, blackish brown, undisturbed, . fossiliferous .••• o • • • • • • • • •. .., 2 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Peat, light to dark brown, fossiliferous ••••• ; ••••••••••. ··-· ·• 

Peat, clayey, dark brown to black,. fossiliferous • ••••• 

Clay, peaty, bluish gray with lenses of light brown. color, fossiliferous; 
unit wedges out laterally; the thickest portion is :• ••••••. • •••• , 

· Clay, blue gray. fossiliferous, resting on gravel; unit wedges out 
·. laterally; the thickest portion is •••••.• • •••••••••• 

1•25 

2.: 

0 · Gravel, bluish gray,. no fossils f~und, forms base of se~tlon and i~ 
of undetermined thickness. 

. . 
Quantitative Distribution 

. The Souder Lake deposit consists of seven fossiliferous units containing 28 species of Mollusca. 
These species. include pelecypods and both aquatic and terrestrial gastropods •.. An examination of 
other sections collected within the deposit does na't reveal any outstanding v'ariationS in variety or 
number of species as compared with the collections made at the main collecting station (section 

.:1); therefore, only the specimens found inthe collections of section 1 will be referred to in the 
remainder of this paper. · ·· 

Variation in Numbers 

The approximate numbers of shells present in the various collections are listed in figure 3 • 
.. ' Although all collections taken were of uniform area, collections 1, 2, and 19 were of varying 

thicknesses; therefore, the comparative abundance of shells present has been listed and the num• 
bers have been adjusted for the various collections. 

Unit 1 (fig. 3), a blue clay, contains 15 species which include both pelecypods and ·gastro
pods, but not in great numbers; however, one species, V a 1 v a ta tr i carina ta, makes up over 
50 percent of the entire unit. Unit 2, which is composed of peaty clay, shows an increase in the 
number of species present and in their abundance. Unit 3 (collections 3 to 13), consists of clayey 

···peat and is by far the largest and most fossiliferous. The first collection of unit 3 (collection 3) 
· shows an increase in numbers over unit 2 (collection 2). There is a gradual and fluctuating de• 
. crease. to collection 4; then a gradual increase to collection 7, in which the number and a bun· 

dance:of species· reaches a maximum for the entire section. It is in collection_7 th?.t the one ter• 
. res trial species (E u con u 1 us cf. E • fu l v us) occurs. From this collection (7) to the last one 
(13) the number of individuals fluctuates from 15,580 (collection 10) to 19,200 (collection 13).: 

':·. :-~ •.' ····· ........ ·'-·- .. ' : 
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Units 4, 5, and 6 composed respectively of peat, blackish brown humus, and black humus, show 
a distinct decrease in the number of species present and in their abundance. Unit 7, which is 
c~mposed of disturbed black humus, continues to show a decrease in the number of individuals. 
Even though this unit is disturbed, it serves to establish a general trend for the abundance of in· 
dividuals. i · 

Comparative- Abundance of Groups 

The various groups discussed include gastropods (freshwater pulmonates, gill-breathers, and a · 
terrestrial species) and pelecypods ( Sphaeriidae) • 

. .The freshwater pulmonates are common throughout the seven units of section 1. This group. 
composes 16.2 percent of unit 1 (collection 1), and it gradually increases to 22,9 percent (col.; : 
lection 9) in unit 3. The group then shows a gradual decrease to 16.9 percent'( collection 19) in . 
unit 7. The freshwater pulmonates include 11 of the 15 species of gastropods present in the Souder. : 
Lake deposit; however, their optimum environmental conditions were never fully attained as, in• 
dicated by the greatest percentage attained, a mere 22. 9 percent in unit 3. 

I 

The gill-breathers include only three species of gastropods; however, these make up the 
greatest percentage of population wherever present. In unit 1 (collection 1) the gill-breathers 
compose 80, 6 percent of the total population. The group then gradually decreases to unit 3 
(collection 9) where it oilly composes 55, 3 percent of the population. In collection 10 of unit 3, 
the percentage increases to 67.7 percent, but it continues to decrease to 46. 1 percent in unit 'l 
(collection 19). Although represented by only three species, this group flourished in the highly 
favorable environment provided by the Souder Lake waters.,. 

The only land gastropod found in section 1 of the deposit occurs in unit 3 (collection 15). 
'ThiS species is represented by only one broken specimen and is discussed later. 

The Sphaeriidae, which include species of Pis idi u m and Sph ae r i u m, are present in 
every collection of the deposit but they are not particularly abundant and only attain a maximum 
of 14.0 percent in collection 10. The species identified were, in many cases, represented only 
by separate valves rather than by whole specimens. 

Comparative Abundance of Species 

INDIGENOUS SPECIES. Eleven species of aquatic pulmonates are present in section 1 of the 
SouderLakedeposit;onlyoneofthese, Gyraulus altissimus (F. c. Baker), is considered 
significant. This species is present in all collections, rarely making up'more than 19.0 percent 
or less than 15.0 percent of any one collection. The greatest percentage attained is 19.9 percent 
in unit 3 (con ction 7), the lowest is 0.4 percent fn unit 5 (collection--1~); ,, From unit 5, the per~ 
centage' iilcreases to 16.8 percent in: collection of unit 'l (See fig; 8).- •:, . . . 

• ;:, ·,·:-.' I~ .··:.~, :'.' : !' .~·~·: ;,, l'.""'.'• ·_; "•,. ·.· 1~ ,; 
0

\.• •' ~·· <• 1 ! • · • 

•••••••• ::· ....... ~ ............... _ .................................................... ····~·~: .. ····-·~-·-··-~··· ...... ····.~_. ................................................... _ •• _t •• , ... _ .......... _._ ............... . 

- DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE 4, OPPOSITE PAGE 

·Fig~ 4 ·· Cross~~ections of the Souder Lake Deposit~ 
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All three species of gill~breathers present in section 1 are considered significant since ~ey 
make up the major portion of any one collection or unit.· The three species are V a 1 vat a· t r i •. '
caririata (Say), Amnicola leightoni F. c. Baker, and A. lustrica Pilsbry. _Val• 
vata tricarinata (Say).composes 50.6 percent of the population in unit 1 (collection 1). 
Units 2, 3, and 4 show a fluctuating decrease to unit 5 (collection 16) where the species is rep•. 
resented by only 1.4 percent~ Units 6 and 7 show an increase to 18.1 percent in collection 19 of 
unit 7. Comparative abundance of this species is shown in fig.ure 5, Amnicola leightoni 
F. c. Baker first- appears in collection 6 of unit 3 where it composes 0,8 percent of the popula· 
tion. From collection 6 (unit 3) to 15 (unit 4), the species shows a gradual increase to 20, 4 per· · . . 
cent; next, the species suddenly decreases to o. 2 percent in collection 16 of unit 5. Finally, the 
abundance gradually increases to 7. 2 percent in collection 18 of unit 7 (see fig. 6), Am n i co 1 a 
lustrica Pilsbry makes up 30,0 percent of unit 1 then gradually increases to 40,5 percent in 
collection 14 of unit 4. The species then decreases to a low of o. 3 percent in unit 5 (collection 
16) and again gradually begins to increase to 20.6 percent in collectic:m 19 of unit '1 (See fig. '7). 

Although 13 species of Sphaeriidae are present in the Souder Lake deposit; only three of them, 
Pisidium compressum Prime, P. nitidum.nitidum Jenyns, and P, nitidum pau• 
perc ul u m Sterki, are considered significant. Pisi di urn com pres sum Prime is present in 
every collection of section 1, even if not in abundance, In unit 1, collection 1, the species com• 
poses 1. 65 percent of the population. The species decreases to 0.55 percent in collection 8 (unit 
3), increasing to 2, 7 percent in collection 14 (unit. 4). From this point the species decreases to 
unit 5, where it is represented by only 0, 02 percent. From collection 16. to 19 the species gradu• 
ally increases to 1~6 percent. Pisidium nitidum nitidum Jenyns occurs in all collections 
except 16, and it is the most abundant species of Sphaeriidae present in section 1. In unit 1 the 

· species makes up 2. 95 percent of the individuals, gradually increasing to 9. 5 percent in unit 3 
(collection 10). From this collection, the species decreases to collection 16 where no specimens 

. were found. From collections.16 to 19,. the species begins a slight increase to. 3,1 perce~t in col• 
lection 19 of unit 7. Pis i d i urn ni tid urn p au perc u 1 u m Sterki occurs in all units except 
collection 1. In unit 2 the species is represented by 0,01 percent, gradually increasing to 1.'1 
·percent in collection.13 of unit 3. Units 3 to '1 show a numerical variation between 5,55, (col· 
lection 14) and o. 1 percent (collection 17). 

INTRUDERs.· The species in this category occur in such small numbers or so sporadically 
that they are considered to be insignificant intruders. Although the aquatic pulmonates display 
the greatest number of species, ten of the eleven identified are considered intruders, These are 
Foss aria obrussa _obrussa (Say), F. obrussa decampi (Streng), Physa gyrina 
Say, Promenetus exacuous (Say), Helisoma anceps striatum (F. c. Baker), H, 
campanulatum (Say), H, trivolvis (Say), Gyraulus crista (Linnaeus), Peuissia 
parallel a (Haldeman), and A cella haldeman! ("Deshayes" Binney). Fossarla obrua• · 
sa o br us sa (Say) occurs only in units 3 and 4 of section 1. In four of the collections (8, 10, 
11, 14) where it occurs, it composes only o. 1 percent of the total population. In collection 13 
(unit 3) it makes up o. 2 percent of the individuals; however, in collection 15 (unit 4) it reaches 
a maximum of 0. 8 percent. F. o b r us s a decamp i (Streng) occurs in only two collections; 
in both of these collections, the species is represented by only one specimen. Ph y sa gyri n a 
Say occurs in units 1 (collection 1), 2 (collection 2), 3 (collections 3 to 8, .10 to 13), 4 (col~ 
lection 14), and 7 (collection 19), The percentage of this species ranges from 2. 9 in collection 
11 of unit 3 to a low of 0• 3 in collection 15 of unit 4; all other occurrences fall. between these. 
Promenetus exacuous (Say) is present in all collections except 16 (unit 5)., Th?ugh pres• 
ent in many collections, this species only attains a. high of 2.4 percent in collection.4.of un~t 3 
and ranges to a low of 0.1 percent in collection 17 of unit 6. He lis om a an c e. ps a tr 1a tum 
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(F. C. Baker) exists in all collections except 16 (unit 5). This persistent species ranges from a 
high of 2. 9 percent in collection 6 (unit 3) to a low of o. 1 percent in collections 17 and, 18 (unit 
6). H.. camp an u liH u m (Say) is present in collections 3 to 7 and 12 of unit 3 •. Its highest 
percentage· attained is only o. 4 in collection 7, then it falls to o. 2 in collections 5, 6,' and 12. 
H. trivol.vis (Say) is a little more abundant and occurs in units 3, 4, 6, and 7. Its percent
agerangesfrom0,5(collection12)toO.l(collections4, 9,13,14, 18,19). Gyraulus cris• 
t a (Linnaeus) is present only in one collection of section 1. It is represented by two specimens 
in collection 6 of unit 3. The species Ferriss i a par a 11 e 1 a (Haldeman) is present in all col
lections except 16 and 17·. This species is consistent in its abundance, generallymaking up about 
0.4 percent of any one population. The percentages for this species range from 1.5 in collection 
6 to 0.1 in collection 1. The delicate species Acell.a haldem ani ("Deshayes" Binney) only 
occurs in units 2, 3, and 4.- Most of the specimens found were immature forms or pieces of adults. 
The percentages range from 0.4 in collections 4, 5, and 10 to 0.1 in collections 2, 6,· 12, 13, · 
and 14. 

The only land snail, E u con u 1 us cf. E • f u 1 v us (Muller), occurs in section 1 and forpts 
less than 1. 0 percent of the population in which it occurs (collection 15, unit 4); therefore, it is 
considered to be insignificant. ' 

The following Sphaeriidae are considered to be intruders: Pisidium adamsi Prime, P. 
casertanum (Poli), P. ferrugineum Prime, P. obtusale ventricosum Prime, 'p, 
main'ense Sterki, P. variabile Prime, P. walkeri Sterki, Sphaerium lacustre 
(Miiller), s. lacustre ryckholti (Normand), and s. rhomboideu m Say.· P,. fer
rugineum is present in collections 2 to 15 and 19. The species occurs in collection 2 where it 
makes up 0.4 percent of the individuals, and it fluctuates to'1,0 percent in collection 11. ·.From 
this point, the species decreases to o. 3 percent in collection 14. P. o btu sa 1 e. v en tr i cos u m 
Prime is present in all collections except 1 and 16~ The highest percentage attained is 1,4 in col~ 
lection 5, and the lowest percentage is 0.1 in collection 17. All other species of Sphaeriidae 
form less than 1;0 percent of the collection in which they occur; therefore, no particular signifi·. 
cance is attached to their presence, and they are only noted in passing. 

Paleoecology 

.. ~ •• ..:: • .ill. S1 ,, l"t:.Mt:NT. The information on ecology presented here has been condensed, 
modified and paraphrased from the literature.· To simplify this paper only those species which 
are considered indigenous and numerically important are,discussed. Data on the remaining spe• 
cies has been stimmarized in figures 10~ 11, and 12. 

-::rt :.-i. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 5-8, OPPOSITE PAGE 

• •a•. 5 Quantitative distribution of V a 1 vat a tr i carina ta (Say) in the Souder Lake 
Deposit. 

Fig. 6. Quantitative distribution of Am ni col a leigh toni F. c. Baker in the Souder 
Lake Deposit. 

Fig. 7 ·Quantitative distribution of Am n i co 1 a 1 us tr i c a Pilsbry in the SOuder Lake 
Deposit. 

Fig. 8 Quantitative distribution of G y r au 1 us . a 1 t i s s i m us (F. c. Baker) in the Souder 
Lake Deposit. 



COUICTION NUMBER OF PERCENT OF GRAPHIC REPIISENtATION OF PERCINtAOI OF 

TOTAL TOTAL INDIVIDUALS 
NUMUR INDIVIDUALS INDIVIDUALS 10 .. .. ..._ 

~ 

COLLECTION NUMBER OF PERCENT Of GRAPHIC REPRESENtATION OF PEIICENTAOI OF 

TOTAL TOTAL INDIVIDUALS 
NUMIIR INDIVIDUALS INDIVIDUALS 10 20 .. .. .. 

19 184 18.4 19 ' 72 7.2 -18 151 15.1 -- 18 20 2.0 a 
17 56 5.6 ~ 17 12 1.2 
16 14 1,4 ~ 16 2 0.2 
15 131 13.1 --- 15 204 20.4 
14 118 11.8 -- 14 151 15.1 --13 119 11.9 -- 13 137 13.7 ~ 
12 7!t 7.!t - 12 92 9.2 

.._ 
II 75 1.5 - II 59 5.9 .. 
10 68 6.8 - 10 66 6.6 I-
9 112 11.2 - 9 59 5.9 ~ 
8 112 11.2 - 8 53 5.3 1-
7 102 10,2 -- 7 31 3.1 • 
6 101 10 1 -- 6 8 0.8 
5 180 18.0 5 0 0.0 

• 280 28,0 • 0 o.o 
3 308 30.8 3 0 o.o 
2 279 27.9 2 0 o.o 
I 506 50.6 1 0 o.o 

5 6 

COLLECTION NUMBER OF PERCENT OF GRAPHIC REPREUNTATION Of PERCENTAGE Of 

NUMBER INDIVIDUAlS 
TOTAL TOTAl INDIVIDUALS 

INDIVIDUALS 10 20 .. .. .. --· 
19 168 16.8 
18 42 4.2 -17 14 1.4 
16 4 0.4 
15 147 14.7 -14 161 16.1 
13 185 18;5 
12 196 19.6 
II 163 16.3 
10 161 16.1 
9 192 19.2 
8 162 16.2 
7 199 19.9 
6 189 18.9 
5 194 19.4 

• 197 19.7 
3 166 16.6 
2 168 16.8 
I 122 12.2 ~ 

7 8 
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Pelecypods 

The "fingernail clams" (Sphaeriidae) are of such complex morphology that few workers have 
attempted to identify their shells. Most identifications are generic only and they completely ig
nore the ecological aspects of the animals. As a result, relatively little information is available 
concerning the ecology of the many species of Sphaedidae.. Some approximations can be· made 
by comparing those species on which little or no information. is available with clo~ely'related spe• 
cies of known ecology, then drawing inferences from the latter. 

Some species of Sphaeriidae are present in almost every body of, water, except those in which 
conditions are so unfavorable that nothing could live. Some members of this family are known to 
live in bodies of water that dry up during part of the year. These species escape desiccation by 
burrowing into the substratum, but even then, few survive, and those that do are usually the young. 

Under favor able conditions the adults burrow into the bottom, while the young actively crawl 
over the vegetation •. The animals feed on algae, plant debris andmicroscopic organisms·.· They 
in turn are food for such freshwater fish as the Whitefish, Common Bullhead, Freshwater Killy, 
Pumpkinseed, and Sheepshead. 

Pis i diu m compress u m Prime. This animal is almost entirely restricted to creeks. and 
rivers; it is rarely listed as living in lakes and ponds. The species can live on a variety ofbot• 
toms which include mud, clay, sand, and gravel and occurs most commonly in water up to 3m. . 
deep. The most frequently associated plants are Scir pus, . Ponte d er i a, Cast a 1i a, Ny m • · 
phaea, and Potamogeton. The pH varies from 7.0 to 8.37 with a fixed carbon dioxide 
ratio of 9.3 to 30.56 p.p.m. (See figs. 10, 11, and 12). 

Pis i diu m nit i dum nit i dum Jenyns. This species is known from small bodies of shal• 
low water from 1 to 6 m. deep. It has been reported from a variety of bottoms including mud, 
sand, gravel, and boulders. The pH and fixed carbon dioxide ratio of the species are not listed 
but those of its synonyms are here given (see figs. 10, 11, and 12): P. minusculum: pH var• 
ies from 7.48 to 7. 64 with a fixed carbon dioxide ratio of 12. 96 to 18. 8'1 p. p.m.: P. s p 1 en-
d i du 1 u m: pH is 6. 32 with fixed carbon dioxide ratio of 1, 98 p. p.m. · · 

Pisidium nitidum pauperculum Sterki. This subspecies, once considered a distinct 
species, is now believed to be a form of P. nit i dum. This subspecies seems to prefer quiet, 
shallow water and mud or sand bottoms. Specific occurrences are: mud bottom, water 1.5 m. 
deep; sand and gravelbottom,. water 1.5 to 1.7 m. d~ep: sandy. mud bottom, water 1.2 to 3~4 m. 
deep: gravel bottom, water shallow; dredged from a marly clay bottom at depths of 10, 12.5, and 
39.5 m. (animal dead). It has also been found in water containing algae such as Oedogonium 
and Cladophora. The pH varies from 7,0 to 8.0 and the fixed carbon dioxide ratio is 9.3 to 
24.73 P•P• m. This subspecies probably parallels P. ni tid urn n i tid urn in its environment 
(see figs. 10, 11, and 12). 

Freshwater Gastropods 

Valvata trlcarinata (Say). V • tricarin!lta .is known from rivers,.Iakes, and per• 
manent ponds, and from Pleistocene deposits. It exhibits a wide tolerance iri its environtri'ental 
requirements which have been summarized by Reynolds (1958,. p. 160).· (See figs. 5, 10, .1~· 
and 12). 
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Am n i co 1 a 1 eight on i F. c. Baker. This apparently extinct species was a lake inhabit• 
ant and is commonly found in the marl deposits of Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and 
Ohio. Though little is known of this species, its ecology can be inferred to some degree from a 
relatedliving species, A. limos a, and a common associate k. limos a porata. 

A. limos a Say. This most widely distributed species, and its lake form A. limos a 
porata, are found in lakes, streams, creeks, rivers, and fresh and brackish water lakes, or in 
any body of water where pollution or silt has not been an agent in prohibiting its. existence. This 
species has been reported from waters varying in depth from 32 meters and from all types of bot• 
toms. It occurs most abundantly in zones of vegetation such as Po tam o g e ton, U tr i c u 1 a· 
ria~' 'Vallisneria, Chara, Myriophyllum, Castalia, Nymphaea.; Pontede· 
ria, and Elodea, and in areas where the water is relatively shallow. The pH is ?.95, and 
the fixed carbon 'ratio is 30.56 p. p. m, (see figs~ 10, u; and 12). 

Amnicola lustrica Pilsbry. This common species is known from rivers and lakes, It 
has been collected from protected bays and on sandy bottoms in \'later ranging from 3 to 12 metera 
?eep. It has also been less abundantly collected on marly bottoms and rarely on bouldery ex· 
posed points, In one occurrence,· it is reported to have been dredged from 20 fathoms of water. 
This species commonly lives on vegetation such as Vallisneria, Potamogeton f and 
Char a I and .is particularly abu~dant in filamentous algae. It lays its eggs on plants; most com• 
•ponly on Vallis n e ria. This species probably feeds on the plants mentioned above, as .well 
'}& on microscopic organisms and algae. The pH and fixed carbon dioxide ratio of this species 
are nowhere specifically stated, but it is possible to infer them from the values given for a close 

:relative, A. l us tr i c a dec e pta. The pH for this variety is 6. 85 to a. 3?, and its fixed car• 
bon dioxide ratio varies frQm 9. 3 to 30.56 p. p.m.; therefore,· one can assume that the values 
for A,. 1 us t~i c a fall within the range of those listed for" A. 1 us tr ic a dec e pta. · · 

Gyraulus altissimus (F. c. Baker). This once flourishing Pleistocene snail, which 
. was believed to be extinct, is now known from at least two different areas in northern latitudes. 
However • there is insuffiCient information to determine the environment of this species. There• 

' fore, its ecology will be inferred from a related species and from an assemblage in which it is a 
coll1l'rionly occurring member. 

In this deposit, as well as in others, G. al tis s i m us is associated with He lis om a cam· 
panulatum. H. anceps striatum,· Physa gyrina, and ·Foss aria obrussa de• 
campi. · These species all occur in ponds or small lakes, and their specific ecology is given 
elsewhere in this paper. In the above associations, it isinteresting to note thatfew, ifany,'other 
species of G yr a ulus are present wherever G. al tis~i m u·s•' occurs., · One·iipech~s~:·G;. 'pa'r • 
v us~ does occur in some degree of abundance. and has the same general pH and fixed carbon di• 
oxide ratio a$ the rest of the associated assemblage. . .. ·' . . . . 

. . .. ................................................................................................................................................................................... _ .. _ ....................... . 
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 9-12, OPPOSITE PAGE 

Fig. 9 Variation in relative abundance of vegetation and mollusks, 

Fig. 10 Relation of Mollusca to water conditions. 

Fig~·' 11 Relation of Mollusca -to nature of water body". 

Fig.,12 Relation ofMollusca to character ofbottom and depth of wat~r~·' 

' -

.. 
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The ecology of G. altissimus has been inferr.e<.i from that of G. arctic us. which 
lives in small lakes with quiet water and abundant vegetation; however, this species is probably: 
restricted. to Greenland. Consequently, G. parv us. of which more is known and which is ... 
believed to be replaced py G. a 1 tis s i m us in Pleistocene deposits, ·is used to infer the envir· 
onmental conditions of G • a 1 tis s i m us • 

G • par v us • This is a common species of quiet, shallow water that is found on all types 
of bottoms in protected areas with an abundance of vegetation. Some specific occurrences are . 
listed in bodies of water approaching pond conditions. in an open harbor, from an old pond, on 
mud bottoms and debris and on vegetation. In general, this species is restr~cted to water 1. 8 to 
3.0 m. deep and is associated with plants such as Myriophyllum, Potamogeton. Cas• 
talia. Nymphaea, Decodon •. and Typha, andwithalgaesuchasVaucheria. 
Oed o gon i u m. Spiro gyr a. or Clad o ph or a, This species has the. ability to burrow into 
the substratum to prevent desiccation and can remain out of water for long periods of time. This 
species probably feeds on algae. plant remains and microscopic organisms found on or near the 
plants. 

Nature of Environment 

GENERAL STATEMENT. All the information discussed in the following statements,, and all 
conclusions made, refer to conditions at section 1, which was the only section in which control 
was possible •. This section is located near the western shore of the lake; therefore, it gives only 
a limited picture of the events in the history of Souder Lake. Nevertheless. general inferences 
made from section 1 apply to the major events of the main area of the lake. 

The Souder Lake deposit was formed in a small, shallow kettle hole lake that.was fed by run
off water from the surrounding terrain and by rainfall. A list of the species found in section 1 shows . 
27 species of aquatic mollusks as compared to one land snail. thus indicating a freshwater aquatic 
environment. 

After initiation (see figs. 4 and 9) the lake began to fill; first with sediments, then with vege
tation. Soon, plants captured the entire area, reducing it first to pond-like. then to swamp con• 
ditions and finally to its present condition of a poorly drained farm field. 

The ecology of the one land snail ( E u con u 1 us cf. E • · f u 1 v us) and its normal associ a· 
tions indicate that many more terrestrial species should be present. The lack of land snails is 
assumed to be due to the location of section 1. 

Vegetation 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the abundance of mollusks and the amount of vegeta• 
tion. Dawson (1911, p. 29) states that mollusks must have a moderate amount of vegetation for 
optimal environmental conditions. The plants aerate the water and they provide food and anchor• 
age for many mollusks. The mollusks are destroyed when the vegetation becomes too luxuriant. 
except where there is deep water or some water above the vegetation • 

• ~.~ relationship between the mollusks and the vegetation of Souder Lake- straws·. the ab~ve 
statement to be true in the. deposit. The greatest occurrence· of mollusks accompanies small to 
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moderate amounts of vegetation. This was near the bottom in all sections.· As vegetation became 
more abundant in the upper units, the occurrence ofsilails pro5I'essively deC.teased llntii finally .the 
la,k~ ~as· completely· occupied by plants, and· very few snails S'arvived. 

Probable Hydrogen Ion Concentration 

The pH and fixed carbon dioxide ratio for this section varied slightly from unit to unit.' The 
general.pH range for the individual units is between 6. 0 and 9. o •. ·Hutchinson ( 19571 p·. 690).·statea 
that this is the usual range of present-day lakes. · The figures for the determination of the pH and 
fixed carbon dioxide ratio were derived from t.'le significant species in each fosail bearing unit.F, 
The ranges for the individual 'units are· presented in table form (see figs. 10•12) and are discussed 
in the enVironmental history of the lake. 

Significant Species 

The significant species are those which are considered to be indigenous and persistent and 
those whose numerical fluctuations reflect, to some extent, changes in environmental conditions. 
These include V a 1 v a ta tr i c a r i n a ta , G y r a u 1 us a 1 t 1s s i m us , A m n 1 co 1 a 1 e i g h ton 1 • 
A. l'ustrica, Pisidium compressum, P.·nitidum nitidum, and:P,:nitidum 
pauperculum. · Other species which probably could be considered indigenous, but which occur 
in such small percentages that little, if any, information can be ·gathered from their presence, ·in• 
elude Phy sa gyri na ,· Ferr issh 'parallel a, ·Pro men et us ex ac uo us·• 'He lis om a 
anceps striatum, Pisidium ferrugineu m, P, obtusale ventricosum, and'· 
S ph aer i um 1 ac ustre, the latter mostly in the nepionic stage. Therefore, only those species 
will be used that occur in relatively' large numbers and whose numerical variations reflect changes 
in the environment, namelyValvata tricarinata, Gyraulus altissimus~ .Amnfcola 
'lei ghtoni o ·and A •' lustr ica • 

E nv i r·onme n tal His tory 

UNIT ONE. The clay of this unit formed a favorable enVironment for the existence of mol· 
lusks .and marked the greatest development of Souder Lake.· During this time, water from:the ~) 

surrounding areas ran into the basin of the. lake which was progressively filling with vegetation. 
As the vegetation became more abundant, it filled the lower portions of the basin; thus, .the 
water level rose while the water depth decreased (see fig. 4). 

After the initial invasion of mollusks into Souder Lake, 13 species occupied the bottom formed' 
by the clay •. The significant species were Valva ta tr ic ari nata, G yr aul us a ltis s im us 9 

and Am n i co 1 a lust ric a. These spe'cies constituted over 92 percent of the total population, 
and V a 1 v at a tr i car in at a constituted over 50 percent of this total. Conditions at this time 
were very'favorable for the existence of gill-breathers and were probably as follows: water shal· 
low, approximately 2m~ deep, with a clay bottom on which little cir no vegetation was growing: 
pH varied from 7.1 to 8.16 with a fixed carbon dioxide ratio of a.s to s.o p.p.m •. · 

UNIT TWO. The lake soon reached its maximum extent and alUateral grow_th ceased.· Then 
the vegetation,. which had continued to fill the main portion of the lake, began to encroach upon 
the remaining open shore areas as indicated by the peaty clay· of this unit~ ... The prominent species 
of this unit 'were the·same as tho5e of unit 1, except that conditions were now more favorable for 
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the existence of large quanti ties of A m n i co 1 a 1 us t r i c a which formed over 40 percent of the 
total population. The three significant species, previously listed, formed 86 percent of the total . 
population. The approximate conditions of the water were: 1 to 2m. deep, pH ranging from 7.0 
to 8.37, fixed carbon dioxide ratio varying from 8. 0 to 30.56 p.p. m • 

UNIT THREE. Although this unit is by far the largest and most fossiliferous of the entire sec• 
tion; it does not have great areal distribution. This unit is composed of clayey peat and was depo-: 
sited around the edges of the lake at the same time' that luxuriant plant life was capturing the, 
main body (see fig. 4) •. The lake by this time had approached pond~ like conditions in which planu 
had become dominant. There was very little moving water except around the shores of the lake. · 
This water washed in material from the surrounding hills to form unit 3 and to provide a great vari• 

· ety of habitats for many species of both gastropods and pelecypods. 

The gill-breathers continued to be the dominant group in section 1, but a great variety of 
species from other groups began to appear. The three significant gill-breathers were V a 1 vat a 

· tricarinata, Amnicola lustrica, and A. leightoni, whichmadeupover50per• 
cent of any one collection within the unit. Within this group, V. tr i carina t a . continued tO 

·show a· decrease, while A. 1 us t ric a showed an increase to the point where it formed the main 
ponion of individuals and was by far the most important species in the entire unit. The one sig• 
nificant pulmonate species, Gyraulus altissim us, showed very little fluctuation in abun
dance and continued to compose about 15 percent of any one collection. During this time, the 
pelecypods reached their greatest abundance, forming from 10 to 20 percent of most collections. 
The three significant species are Pisidium compressum, P. nitidum nitidum, and 
P. nit i dum pauper c u 1 u m , which formed over 10 percent of most collections within the 
unit. 

The specific conditions of the lake water at this time were: water about 1 m. deep, great 
abundance of vegetation, pH from 7. 0 to 8. 37 with a fixed carbon dioxide ratio of 9. 3 to 30.56 

P• P• m. 

UNIT FOUR. The peat of unit 4 and of equivalent units in other sections at the same eleva
tion indica~es that the vegetation had, by this time, completely captured the lake and that it had 
now become swampy. The habitat provided by the swamp was very limited and caused the total 
abundance of Mollusca to decrease suddenly. This was the final stage of the lake during which it 
still contained sufficient water to provide some sort of environment for aquatic snails. .The occurm 
renee of the one .land snail found in the section might add further support to the belief that con
ditions were now becoming less favorable for aquatic snails and rriore favorable for land snails. 
Thelandsnail, Euconulus cf. E. fulvus, eventhoughwashedin, couldpossiblyhavebeen· 
·the forerunner of a large land population which would eventually inhabit the area. 

The gill-breathers, although still dominating the lake, showed a general decrease in abun
dance. Within the group, Am n i co 1 a 1 us tr i c a, previously the most dominant species, de
creases from 40 to 17 percent, while A. 1 eight on i , heretofore occurring in minor percent
ages, increases to 20 percent. In the pulmonates, G y r au 1 us· a 1 tis s i m us shows a sudden de
crease from 14 percent to less than 1 percent •. All other pulmonates either show decreases or com• 
pletely die out. Many species of pelecypods,· present in earlier units, do not occur here; mean-
while, the important species show a general decrease. 

The conditions of the water at this time were probably as follows: water less than 1m. ·deep, 
very heavy vegetation, pH from 7.0 to 8,0 with a fixed carbon dioxide ratio of 12.0 to 25.0 p.p.m. 
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UNITS FIVE AND ~IX. These units have been grouped together to facilitate discussion since 
they are basically the same in lithology and are of equal importance in the information they add 
to the history of the lake. 

These units of humus signified the beginning of the complete destruction of Souder Lake. By 
"this time the process of desiccation had reduced the swampy are~ to t,so~4ted pools qf standipg 
water that provided a meager environment for a few of the hardier species. pqring $is time de• 
aiccation continued, and more and more pools were destroyed.· Only 8 of the 28 species found in 
this section occur in these units; and. all the collections making up these .units contain. less than 
300 individuals. The significant species in the units is Valvata uicarinata which forms 
over half of the individuals occurring. 

The specific conditions of the water at this time are undetermlnabl' si~ce the C(Ondi~ons vari• 
ed from pool to pool. 

UNIT SEVEN. This unit has been disturbed by the farmer's plow, but it still has enough val• 
idity .to contribute to the general trend of the history of this area. The fc;mation of this unit of 

· humus completely destroyed any remaining pools of water and brought the history of Souder Lake 
to a conclusion.- The unit contains less than 300 individuals which may have been concentrated 

. by erosion at the surface~ V a 1 vat a t r 1 carina t a makes up over. half of these individuals, 
and the remaining species occur in equally small numbers. Currently, the entire ~ea of Souder 

. Lake is covered by rich black humus which provides highly favorable soil for vegetable f~ming. 

Age and Correlation of Deposits 

A comparison of this fauna with others, both living and fossil, provides further ~~formation 
··concerning the environmental conditions and relative age of the Souder Lake deposit. The faunae 

selected are briefly described in two groups, living and Pl~istocene~ and f1 co'mpari~on is m~e 
. between tllem and the Souder Lake fauna. 

Living Fauna 

NORTH STAR LAKE, ITASCA COUNTY, MINNESOTA. An extensive study was made of thia 
lake by Baker (1935) in which both the Mollusca and their environment were noted. North. Star 
Lake is a deep glacial lake of some extent. It is surrounded by swamps and w.ooded areas; the ad• 
jacent country is covered with glacial deposits of varying thicknesses. The lake varies in dep~h 
and is as much as 25 m. at its deepest point. The molluscan fauna studied occurs abundantly in 
a zone of about 2 to 4 m. of water, rarely existing beyond this limie. · yegetation 1s abundant 
and forms zones along the shores, the most corr:mon being E qui set u m, Spar g an iu m , E 1 e • 

·ocharis, Scirpus, and Sagittaria.. In addition to the living species collected, one com• 
mon Pleistocene fossil, Gyr a ul us a ltiss i m us, was collected from a marl bed under three 
feet of peat at Little North Star Lake. ·Baker (1935) concluded that many of the fossil faunas of 
the lllinoian Pleistocene, especially in the loes~ deposits, lived under conditions similar to those 
now found in northern Minnesota and southern Canada. 

The North Star Lake fauna contains 46 species, 11 of which are present in th~ Souder ~ake 
deposit. Here, they are listed as rare to \mcomn:ton with the exception· of two, G yr au 1 us a 1• 
ti ss i m us and v a 1 v a ta tr i carina ta • which are reeorde~ ~ e~ml:non and verr abundant, 

,,)')"'. ·.· I. 

• 
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respectively. Further, none of the extinct spej:ies found in the Souder Lake deposit, which are. 
usually associated with deposits of Wisconsin age, are present in the North Star Lake fauna. There• 
fore, the Souder Lake fauna does not correspond with that of North Star Lake. 

Pleistocene Paunas 

RUSH LAKE, OHIO. This deposit is a post-Wisconsin marl bed located at the south end of 
Rush Lal<e, Logan County, Ohio (Balter, 1920, p. 440). The· species collected and identified 
from this deposit indicated to Baker .that the.assemblage.once lived in a larger Rush Lake, prob·· 
ably not long after the ice had disappeared from Ohio. 

The fauna of this lake contains· 26 species, 16 of ~hich are present in the Souder Lake depo• 
sit. Both faunas contain many species of Sphaeriidae, although not in corresponding numbers; fur• 
ther, species of gastropods which are extinct and usually associated with Pleistocene deposits are 
present in both faunas. Therefore, their faunas correspond, at least in pan. . .. 

JEWELL HILL LAKE DEPOSIT, LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO) This Pleistoc~ne deposit lies. on ~ 
till sheet that covers a kame deposit (Mowery, 1958). The till has been assigned a "Late" Wis
consin age (Porsyth, 1956, p. 183) according to the explanation of the term by La Rocque and 
Porsyth ( 1957, p. 81). 

The depoSit consists of marl, peat, humus, and clay layers; the marl makes up the greatest 
portion of the deposit. The pH ranges from 6.0 to 9.0 and the fixed carbon dioxide ratio from 
7. 0 to 30. o p. p.m. Thiity-seven species were collected .and identified from the above deposit. 
The composition ofthe fauna points to a "Late" Wisconsin age for this deposit •. 

NEWELL LAKE DEPOSIT, LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO. The deposit occupies an area of about 
30 square miles and rests upon .a buried kame field and associated gravel features (Zimmerman, 
1958). Till of varying thicknesses covers the gravel and a small esl<er forms a part of the west 
margln. The other sides are formed by till covered by an outwash plain and kame moraine. · 

. I . 

The deposit is composed of layers of clay, humus, peat, and marl •. The marl is essentially 
pure and .is the most fossiliferous unit. On the basis of comparison with faunas of-known age and 
the associated glacial deposits in and around the area, the ag~ of the_ Newell Lake_ deposit is de• 
termined as "Late" Wisconsin. The Newell Lake assemblage contains 38 species, four of which, 
Amnicola leightoni, Helisoma anceps striatum, Gyraulus altissimus, 
and Foss ad a o bruss a dec a in pi, are extinct • 

The Newell Lake and Jewell Hill Lake deposits are.both oflate Wisconsin age •. These depo· 
sits have a similar lithology consisting o_f peat, gravel, clay, and marl and contain essentially 
the same fauna. There is a close correspondence between the faunas of these deposits and that of 
Souder Lake; further, the lithologies of all three deposits are ~lmost identi<:al •.•.. Thus, it would · 
seem that the faunas ofth~se deposits lived in.simil~ conditi<?ns in lakes with a somewhat similar 
history. · · · · · · 

. . ; . ·.. . ..................................................... ~ .................................................... _ ..... _ ................................. _ ....................................... , ... _ ............ . 
1 The Pleistocene fauna ·of this d~posit is desc~ib~d in: ilie pa~er :by Mowery (this issue of ~~ki- . i 
ana, pp. l-2i)· which ~f course was not available to Cornejo whiie preparing his manuscript. ·His· 
references are to Mowery•s M, s. thesis. referred to here as "Mowery, 1958; • · 
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URBANA, ILLINOIS. The deposit is in a kettle hole on the north side of the ~hampaign mo• 
raine and lies in a Champaign till sheet which is early Wisc9hsin in age (Baker, 1920, p. 660). 
Baker suggests that the mollusks may have inhabited the lake or pond when the late Wisconsin ice 
sheet briefly halted at the Valparaiso moraine. This deposit shows a similarity to the Souder Lake 
deposit in that both 'contain a large number of Pis i d i a. 

HUMBOLDT DEPOSIT, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO. This "Early" Wisconsin deposit consists of 
superposed layers of gravel (lowest), till, sand, silts, marl, peat, and clay (highest). The· fossil• 
iferous layers are in the marl. Reynolds (1958) states that "The molluscan assemblage suggests a 
freshwater ·lake 2 to 10 feet deep with abundant vegetation. The high lime content of this lake 
was probably derived from nearby till and outwash. The pH varied from 7.0 to 8.0 and the fixed 
carbon dioxide ratio was approximately 24.0 p. p.m." · 

• • I . 

The Humboldt Lake and Urbana, Illinois deposits are early Wisconsin in age. Their faunas 
show close correlation with faunas of known early Wisconsin age and do not contain fossils usually . 
associated with deposits of late W~sconsin age. The Souder Lake fauna agrees with the above 
faunas in that they all contain many species of Sphaeriidae, but they do not agree.in the'variety 
of gastropods present nor in their relative abundance. · · 

Age of Deposit 

The Souder Lake fauna can be assigned a Wisconsin age on the basis of comparison with 
faunas of known Wisconsin age. The presence of G yr au 1 us a ltissi m us~· Foss aria o br us • 
sa decampi, Amnicola leightoni, and Helisorna anc«rps striatum, species 
which are presently extinct in Ohio, further indicates a Wisconsin age. 

The Souder Lake deposit rests on gravel which overlies till of late Wisconsin age. The till 
. varies from 6 to 72 feet in thickness and overlies a sand and gravel layer of. varying thickness. . 
In no section was the till found to interfinger with the lacustrine deposit or to overlie the upper• 
most humus layer. The Souder Lake deposits are composed dominantly of peat and humus r-'ith 
some marl. In all sections 'the humus overlies the peat; further, the surface soil is made up 
dominantly of peaty material. This would indicate that the lake was formed. after the last .ad':' 
vance of the ice sheet during late Wisconsin time. · 

Therefore, on paleontological grounds, and because of its position over late Wisconsin till, 
the Souder Lake deposit is assigned a late Wisconsin age. 
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ERRATUM 

STERKIANA NO. 4 (this issue) p. 30, line 1. insert "late" at 
the beginning of the line. 




